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All About Images
Monday, November 17, 2008
This  blog is  my first  foray  into  online blogs.  It  will  reflect  my involvement  in  image
permanence issues at Creative Memories, where I am Director of Technology, as well as
my general interest in imaging technology. I am responsible for the Creative Memories
Technology Center, which evaluates new products prior to product introduction, assists
with production difficulties, and provides technical information to support product sales.
More information is available at Creative Memories Technology. I am directly responsible
for the quality of Creative Memories digital products, including our Photo Center. Today, I
am in Vancouver, WA for ISO meetings on image permanence. More details to follow. By
the way, any opinions expressed in this blog are my opinions not Creative Memories’
opinions.
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Photo Books
Monday, November 17, 2008
Photo books are digital imaging’s answer to the traditional scrapbook. These books allow
photographs to be preserved along with the stories that give them significance. High-
quality photo books can also withstand the test of time. In fact, accelerated aging shows
that photo books may last 100 years or more. More details on these tests and on the
longevity of Creative Memories StoryBooks are available at tech-notes_200710111.

The ISO is addressing the need for specifications covering photo books with a new
standard that is under development. This standard will bring the current covering book
manufacturing, ISO 11800, into the digital age. ISO 11800 covers books produced in
large quantities with traditional printing methods and contains production processes that
are difficult, if not impossible, to comply with in digital printing.

Discussion at today’s ISO meeting centered on the need to develop specifications for a
stitched hard cover book intended for “extended usage,” as well as a soft cover book for
“medium-term usage.”
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What Is a Digital Print?
Tuesday, November 18, 2008
An interesting question has come up in conjunction with the ISO’s effort to define the
vocabulary associated with image permanence and that is what is a digital print. The
definition I would suggest is any print that originated from an image captured with a digital
camera or scanner. Of course, this definition means that traditional photographic prints
produced from digital images are digital prints while the same prints produced from a
photographic negative are not.  The reason for this distinction is that I  suspect most
consumers think in terms of image capture, not the output technology. Any thoughts?
Agree or disagree?
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Archival Standards
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
From: Mary Lombard
Sent:  Wed 11/19/2008 4:22 PM Mark,Are you able and willing to address “archival”
standards vs. the industry standards (and CM’s, too, would be great!) on your blog or in a
response to me? I’m a CM consultant, and I have customers who buy from companies
that claim archival and museum quality, but I haven’t been able to get any word from
those companies about what that means *specifically* in terms of acid/lignin and all that.
These customers are concerned with this issues, obviously, so I’d like to be able to
address that with them.It would be great if CM made statements about this, but I’d be
glad to take anything from someone in the industry whom I TRUST (that would be you),
and the “archival/museum” company customer services don’t actually provide a service
that responds to these questions and concerns. Thanks.Mary Lombard

Hi Mary,

Unfortunately, many products are labeled “archival” or “photo-safe” to sell more products,
not  because they preserve photographs.  The government has no clear standard or
regulation on what is or is not archival, and companies use and abuse this term as they
see fit. One company labels natural paper archival even though it contains lignin, the
same material that causes newspapers to rapidly yellow. Another labels a toxic product
photo-safe.  It  may  be  photo-safe,  but  I  wouldn’t  want  it  around  my  family.  A  third
company labels PVC plastic stickers acid-free. I have seen many examples of products
with confusing or misleading labels.

I  am not  saying  that  all  scrapbook  products  are  mislabeled,  only  that  the  average
consumer will have a difficult time distinguishing good products from bad. At Creative
Memories,  the only  way we can tell  good products  from bad is  to  test  them.  Good
products are then labeled with the Creative Memories ISO 18902 logo, indicating that
they comply with international standards for photo-safety. For more information on this
standard and on the requirements for  photo-safe products,  check out  The Creative
Memories Guide to ISO 18902.

Mark
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Scanners
Thursday, November 20, 2008
Author : Michelle Bryant

Dr. Mizen, I’d like to archive some of my old film prints by scanning the negatives. (This
also includes some very old negatives from the 40’s). Can you tell me if there are any
economical negative scanners that can provide decent resolution for the “home” user, or
at least give me some parameters to consider when purchasing this type of equipment.

Hi Michelle,

I do not have recommendations for a specific scanner, although I do have some general
information  that  may be  of  help.  Many  high  quality  print  scanners  are  available  at
reasonable prices. For negatives, a scanner designed specifically for negatives and
slides  will  generally  produce  better  results.  Tech  Notes,  May  2007  contains  more
information  and  web  site  references  to  check  out.

Mark

p.s. I do not recommend discarding prints or negatives after they are scanned. You may
want them in the future, particularly if the scanned files are lost or damaged.
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Raw Files
Tuesday, November 25, 2008
Author : Sharon Powell

Comment:
We recently purchased a 10.2 megapixel digital SLR and are trying to figure out the best
way to store out images. Since my Storybook software does not support the raw files I am
saving them as JPGs, but the man at the store said to save them as a type of file that is
huge. We take hundreds of photos in an outing so this is really space prohibitive. I read
that JPG keeps averaging pixels each time you open it to make a change so I am afraid
that is not the best way either. I have noticed that when I save the changes, it is fewer
pixels.  I  want  the  best  quality,  but  within  reason.  I  like  to  use  full  size  pictures  as
backgrounds sometimes and I also want to be able to crop a small section of the picture
to use for a close up. What do you suggest?

Hi Sharon,

Storing images as raw files does require significantly more space than storing JPG files.
Raw files also require more image editing to produce prints and other photo products.
Finally, camera manufacturers have not standardized the raw file format, which leads to
long-term preservation concerns.

Personally, I do not shoot raw files. For the reasons I indicated above, I find it easier and
more convenient to shoot JPG files; however, when I edit my image files I store the edited
version as a LZW compressed TIF file, being careful not to overwrite the original file. This
avoids the successive image compresion issue you mentioned and always allows me to
go back to the original file, if needed. Like you, I am considering using raw files and I will
let you know if I make the change.

If you do choose to shoot raw files, I recommend converting these files to the digital
negative  format  (DNG)  using  Photoshop or  another  imaging  program that  handles
conversions. Converting your raw files to DNG format will increase the chances that they
will remain accessible in the future.

Mark
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Gifts that last longer than fruit cake
Wednesday, November 26, 2008
Photo gifts provide a personal way to celebrate the holidays. This Christmas Creative
Memories has introduced high-gloss photo panels.  More information on photo gifts,
including instructions on how to resize a StoryBook, is available in my December Tech
Notes column tech-notes_200812.

Photo panels are unlike traditional prints in that the prints are produced with an inkjet
printer and then thermally transfered to the panel. These panels resist abrasion, water,
and other stains. They also have extremely good fade resistance showing only minor
color shifts after laboratory tests designed to simulate forty years light exposure under
relatively high home lighting conditions. In the photo below, the test target on left shows
the photo panel before light exposure and the test target on the right shows the panel
after light exposure.

Photo Panel test targets. Light exposure simulates 40 years light exposure, with an
average light level of 250 lux for 10 hours per day.
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What is photographic quality?
Friday, December 05, 2008
What makes a print photographic quality? The answer is clearly more complicated than
resolution or color reproduction. Even factors like paper weight are part of photographic
quality. Another factor is gloss, which varies from the paper base to the image areas.
Images with variable gloss do not appear to be photographic quality. Try this test with a
digital print or photo book: Hold the print or book under relatively direct over lighting at
various angles. If parts of the image appear glossy at certain angles but not at others
then the print is not photographic quality.

Gloss is dependent on the paper, ink, and any lamination. Selecting the best materials
will  minimize gloss differences.  At  Creative Memories,  we now have a gloss meter
available to measure these differences. I expect that these measurements will lead to
future improvements in photographic quality. After all, quality is important when it comes
to preserving memories.
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Protect your photos
Monday, December 08, 2008
Protecting photos from handling and the environment requires Page Protectors, Side-
Loading Sleeves or, in the case of our PicFolio™ Albums, Story Sleeves. These plastic
sheets are more than just an afterthought. They ensure that your customers’ memories
will survive the test of time. Learn more about these products and how they are tested in
January’s Tech Notes column tech-notes_200901 This column also includes information
on how one family’s photos survived a devastating home fire that followed Hurricane Ike.
A little luck can’t hurt.
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Hiatus
Monday, January 05, 2009
Sorry for the recent hiatus. I am back from spending the holidays in Detroit and expect to
post more regularly to this blog. I need your feedback on subjects you would like to hear
about, so please send me any comments.
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Home Video Conversion to DVDs
Monday, January 05, 2009
Author : Linda Ritchey

Comment:
I’ve purchased a new DVD recorder/VCR combo to transfer 20 years of our home videos
onto DVD’s. I know that DVD’s are being replaced with Blue Ray’s, but I’m afraid of
waiting any longer to transfer some of the older videotapes. So here is my question –
What type of DVD should I purchase? I’ve read good and bad reviews on archival gold
DVD’s. I’m not sure if I really need 100 year DVD’s, because I’ll need to transfer these
onto Blue Ray or whatever replaces Blue Ray in the future. Or should I use 100 or 300
year DVD’s just to make sure they will still be able to be read 10-20 years from now? Is
there a good brand name you would recommend? Also are Creative Memories’ pigma
pens just as good for writing on the DVD’s as the pens they sell for this purpose?

Hi Linda,

I would go ahead and transfer your videos to archival gold DVDs. Blu-Ray players are
generally backwards compatible. I recommend using archival gold DVDs, rather than
relying on transferring the files to Blu-Ray discs at a latter time. Even with the best
intentions, migrating data from one format to another may not actually happen and it is
better to take whatever precautions you can at the time the discs are created to ensure
their longevity. Please send me the references to the negative reviews of these discs. I
have used gold DVDs from various suppliers without difficulty.

Creative Memories pens are not recommended for writing on CDs or DVDs. Instead, use
a pen specifically designed for this purpose.

I hope this information helps. Let me know what you decide to do.

Mark
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Preserve Digital Images
Tuesday, January 06, 2009
Author : Michelle Albright

Welcome back and Happy New Year. I’d love to see a post about the importance of
printing and backing up digital images. So many people think their images are perfectly
safe on their computers until a crash or virus occurs. Also, the importance and difference
between a silver and gold cd. I explain to my customers it’s like the difference between
silver and gold jewelry; but I’d love to direct them to your more technical explanation.
Love your blog … thanks for sharing. Michelle (CMC in MD)

Storing images on a single computer is essentially the same as not preserving them at
all, and yet a surprising number of people do exactly that. Hard disks contain moving
parts, which will fail over time. In fact, the the average lifetime of a hard disk is about five
years. If a hard disk fails, the cost of recovering files is significant (hundreds to thousands
of dollars), if in fact they can be recovered.

Backups, either to a second computer or to an external hard disk, are a better option. The
problem here is the same factors, such as power spikes or viruses, that cause the first
drive to fail, may also cause problems with the second drive. In addition, the backup drive
may simply replicate problems before you realize that the files on the first drive have
problems.

The best backups are to optical discs, which cannot be changed after they are written. I
recommend gold discs because these discs resist oxidation that may affect other discs
on the market. The difference is similar to the difference between gold jewelry, which
remains brilliant, and sterling silver, which tarnishes over time. More information of these
discs is available at http://allaboutimages.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/cdanddvd.pdf.
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A Consumer Guide to Modern Photo Papers
Wednesday, January 07, 2009

An interesting publication has appeared on the Image Permanence Institute web site, A
Consumer  Guide  to  Modern  Photo  Papers.  I  encourage  you  to  take  a  look.  The
publication makes one point, which cannot be overemphasized – “It would be wise to ask
for page samples to make sure you get the paper you like.” I would add “and if possible
print the same image on different papers and with different printers.” Different images
printed on various printers or papers are difficult to compare and it is nearly impossible to
reach any conclusions.
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Quality Photo Books
Thursday, January 08, 2009
“Photo books are intended to preserve memories and to be in people’s homes forever, so
a quality binding is critical.”

Andy Cooney, ColorCentric, PMA Magazine May 2008

Here is an interesting excerpt from an article on photobooks by Jennifer Barr Kruger that
appeared in the May 2008 issue of PMA Magazine:

Quality manufacturing

Consistently providing customers with high-quality products is, of course, vital in photo
retailing; but this is particularly so with photo books, says Perez of RPI.

“End customers are very passionate about a photo book they have spent several hours
creating that incorporates pictures of their hobbies, special life events, or their loved
ones,” he says. “Use of the right equipment and rigorous manufacturing processes are
critical to producing consistent quality. Minimizing customer issues, and making a profit.”

Dugan of Albumprinter says, in days past, retailers and their customers could typically
rest assured their photo books were being printed on high-quality equipment, such as a
NexPress, an Indigo, or an iGen printer; but unfortunately, that is no longer the case.

“There are some bad processes out there right now,” he states. ”As the market has
expanded,  some  of  the  new,  smaller  players  are  using  equipment  and  other
methodologies  that  really  aren‘t  ideal  for  photo  books.”
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Solve your computer headache for $449
Monday, January 12, 2009
We did it. We purchased a new home computer for Christmas. I had grown tired of trying
to maintain our older system, which was an eight year-old Gateway purchased shortly
after Microsoft’s initial release of Windows XP. Our old system had become slow and
generated more error messages than I cared to see. I simply could not get the error
messages to go away, as the system searched for programs that were either no longer
there or had no clear purpose.

Our new system is an HP a6619f Desktop PC, purchased at OfficeMax for $449. For
$449 I got a faster system at 2.20 GHz with 4 GB memory and a 500 GB hard disk. It
simply  didn’t  make any  sense  to  upgrade  the  older  Gateway.  To  save  money  and
preserve  the  environment,  I  did  reuse  the  older  Gateway  monitor.

I am used to buying relatively expensive PCs to handle digital photos and video and hope
that  I  have  not  been  overly  economical  with  this  HP  purchase.  Judging  from  the
specifications,  I  do  not  think  so.

There you have it. For $449 plus tax or thereabouts you can replace an older PC with a
brand new system, solving your PC headache. It’s not quite that simple. I also spent $79
for a new copy of Microsoft Office. Still it is a relatively reasonable solution to what had
become a persistent problem.
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Bad Photos Make Good Page Backgrounds
Friday, January 16, 2009

I use Creative Memories StoryBook Creator Plus for all my albums. This tool for creating
photo books and other products gives new life to what I call bad photographs, which are
photographs that may not have a clear subject, may be out-of-focus, or may just be
uninteresting.  I  use  these  photos  for  my  page  backgrounds.  if  the  background  is
distracting,  try  converting  it  to  black  and  white.

These backgounds evoke the mood that was present at the time I took the original photos
and make my pages unique. No one else has the same bad photos. In fact, I have gotten
to like this technique so much that I sometimes find myself intentionally shooting bad
photos, thinking that they will make good backgrounds for the photo book that I know I
will complete latter.
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Start with 12×12 pages; Design Your Own
Templates
Wednesday, January 21, 2009

I do not create 8×8 pages because it makes little sense to me to work on an 8×8 page,
when for the same amount of effort I can complete a 12×12 page and then decide latter if
I want to reduce the size for the final print. Complete instructions for resizing a template
or page with StoryBook Creator Plus are available at Tech Notes, December 2008.

Shannon Dabling has recently posted instructions at Creating Templates in StoryBook
Creator for preparing templates. These instructions are relatively complete and will work
well with my instructions for reducing the size of a page.
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ExifTool shows image data
Monday, February 02, 2009
ExifTool, which is available at http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/, is a useful
utility for displaying all the data about an image that is recorded in an image. Take a look
at your camera files and you will be surprised at all the information that is recorded. The
simplest way to use this program is to save it to your Desktop or to create a shortcut on
your desktop. Once you have done this you can drag and drop image files to the ExifTool
icon.
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Industry Links Provide Updated Information
Wednesday, February 04, 2009
I have compiled information about imaging products, services, and techniques on the
righthand column of  this  blog.  These information  includes Endless  Years,  Imaging
Insider, Imaging Resource News, Digital Photography Review, and the Photo Marketing
Association. Use these links for up-to-date information about the imaging industry.
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Locate Your Photos
Tuesday, February 10, 2009
My camera does not have a GPS receiver to automatically generate location information;
however, GeoSetter provides an easy way to add this information to photos. GeoSetter
works particularly well if I know the address where a photograph was taken. It adds this
information directly to the image metadata, so it will always be associated with the image.

At this time, I do not have a specific purpose for adding GPS information; however, I
believe it will be useful locating photos in the future, as I take more and more photos.

Some newer cameras, such as the Nikon P6000, and cell phones add this information
automatically, and I certainly expect that my next camera will have this feature. I also
hope my next camera will use this information to automatically set the date and time, so
that this information is also correct.
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Preserve memories with recommended storage
conditions
Wednesday, February 25, 2009

All photographic prints should be stored at 77 degrees Fahrenheit (25 degrees Celsius)
or  less  with  20-50  percent  relative  humidity.  These  conditions  are  based  on  the
recommendations  from  experts  in  the  industry  and  are  consistent  with  ISO
recommendations for medium term photographic storage. Other products,  including
StoryBooks,  Page  Prints  and  other  digital  prints,  will  also  last  longer  under  these
conditions.  To  see  what  will  happen  under  different  conditions,  the  Preservation
Calculator from the Image Permanence Institute is available at Calculators. This program
is now compatible with the Widows Vista operating system.

The complete Tech Notes article with more details is available at tech-notes_20090304.
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Protect your photos
Wednesday, February 25, 2009
Protecting photos from handling and the environment requires Page Protectors, Side-
Loading Sleeves or,  in the case of PicFolio™ Albums, Story Sleeves. These plastic
sheets are more than just an afterthought. They ensure that your customers’ memories
will survive the test of time. More details are available at tech-notes_200901.
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Embellishments in Scrapbook Photo Albums
Wednesday, March 04, 2009
What materials can safely be used in a scrapbook photo album? The answer to this
question depends on what level  of  risk is acceptable.  The safest  tactic is  too avoid
anything that  might  potentially  harm photographs;  however  this  approach excludes
memorabilia, including newspaper clippings, certificates, and ribbons, from the album.
These  items  put  photographs  in  context  and  add  to  their  value.  For  this  reason,  I
recommend including  related  items  in  a  scrapbook  photo  album.

There is also no difference between buttons and ribbons defined as memorabilia and
those added as page decorations and for consistency the same standards should be
applied in both cases.

ISO standards  would  suggest  not  including  either  memorabilia  or  embellishments;
however the risk can be minimized by not placing these items directly adjacent to or on
top of photographs and by using Page Protectors to protect photographs on opposing
pages. These recommendations will help preserve your memories for the future.

ISO photo safety requirements also recommend avoiding embellishments that could
create a physical impression on photographs on the opposing page or positioning them in
such a way that physical damage to opposing photos is unlikely. Scrapbook creators who
are not concerned about photo safety may position the embellishments as they choose.

Product information must be very clear and not imply that embellishments or other items
meet photo-safety or ISO requirements, when they do not.
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Kodak introduces new film! Not a joke
Friday, March 27, 2009

At the Photo Marketing Meeting in Las Vegas this year, Kodak introduced a new film. No,
that is not a typo. They really did. I’m not joking. In case you don’t believe me the data
sheet for Professional Ektar 100 film is available on their web site.

Interestingly, Fuji had no competing product announcement.

Apparently,  Kodak will  continue to  produce photographic  film as long as there is  a
demand for movie film because the same equipment is used to produce both products.
How long processing will remain available for traditional photographic films is another
question.

I don’t mean to criticize this new film. It may be a fine product. I just don’t use film any
more. Has anybody actually tried it?
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Will the megapixel wars ever end?
Monday, March 30, 2009

At PMA, I attended several presentations by Sony and was impressed with their alpha
A900 digital  SLR and its 24.6 megapixel resolution. The presenters were extremely
effective in showing the possibilities created with a sensor of this size. I was shocked to
find myself wanting to try one of these $3000 cameras, given that I have long believed
that the importance of megapixels was being vastly overstated by camera manufacturers.

What has caused this change? The images were extremely sharp and allowed even
small details to be enlarged to full-size photos. In addition, with the possibility of two page
spreads across 12×12 StoryBook pages, I have come to appreciate the advantages of
larger file sizes.

Competing cameras with similar resolutions are significantly more expensive, with the
Nikon D3X and the Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III at nearly $8000. So at only $3000, the Sony
A900 may actually be a bargain.
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Director of Digital Development
Thursday, April 02, 2009
After 10 years with Creative Memories as Director of Technology, I have accepted a new
position with Creative Memories as Director of Digital Development. In my new role, I will
be  leading  the  team responsible  for  the  development  of  digital  products,  including
software and StoryBooks and other  photo gifts.  I  will  also continue my Tech Notes
column in  Scraps  and in  my role  as  Creative  Memories  representative  on  the  ISO
standards committee responsible for image stability. I will no longer have day-to-day
responsibility for product evaluation and the laboratory but will instead be available as a
resource to ensure that Creative Memories continues as the premier provider of high-
quality digital and traditional scrapbook products.
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Memory Manager 3.0 Preserves Photos
Wednesday, April 29, 2009

This upgrade to Memory Manager is much more than a minor one. Memory Manager 3.0
now takes additional, important steps to ensure that your digital photos will last a lifetime.

Enhanced data preservation

This upgrade adds all the details about your photograph to the image file, including the
image name, date, Star Rating, your Tell  the Story journaling and a record of which
folders the image is assigned to within Memory Manager. This change, which eliminates
the need for an external database, ensures that you will not lose this information, even if
you share your files with someone else or use another program to look at them. Now your
friends and family will automatically have the same information about the photos that you
have when you share your photos.

Information about the photos is separate from the actual data representing the photo.
This  information  can  be  changed  without  modifying  or  changing  the  actual  photo.
Changing this information is the electronic equivalent of labeling a photo mounted in a
traditional Creative Memories album.

Continued compatibility

In  addition,  image  files  must  include  information  about  the  photos  for  maximum
compatibility  with Microsoft  Vista.  As Josh Weisberg,  Microsoft’s  Director  of  Digital
Imaging Evangelism, has stated, “The truth is in the file.” To ensure future compatibility,
Memory Manager 3.0 complies with the digital  media industry’s 2008 Guidelines for
Handling Image Metadata.

Memory Manager 3.0 continues to support TIF and JPG files, which are the most widely
used file formats. In fact, the International Organization for Standardization recommends
these formats for digital preservation of image files.

The complete Tech Notes article from Scraps magazine includes more details on the
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Memory Manager upgrade.
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A Saga of Lost Memories
Friday, May 15, 2009
On  April  11,  my  family  and  I  had  a  chance  to  see  the  Harlem  Globetrotters  in
Minneapolis. During the game I managed to take 40-50 photos to remember the game,
until I was asked not to by an overzealous usher and security guard.

Initially the usher, whom I will  call  Zella since I don’t know her name, thought I  was
shooting video because of the focus assist light on my camera, but with the help of the
person sitting behind me, I was able to shut this light off. Turning off the focus assist light
initially  satisfied Zella.  As the game progressed Zella  began to get  more and more
obnoxious, staring at my camera. About halfway through the game, Zella had security
guard I  will  call  Karl  order me to stop taking any photos. Karl’s reason was that my
camera, the Casio EX-F1, with its built-in lens was bigger than his security pass. Karl
could not explain the logic behind this rule. I, Karl felt threatened and that he needed to
control the situation even though no signs prohibited photos.

Zella and Karl went on to harass other people, and I sat back and enjoyed the rest . I took
a few more photos at the end of the game when the players signed autographs an posed
for pictures. Overall, I was pleased that I had some photos to remember the day.

The problem came the next day. I put my memory card into my computer planning to
transfer the photographs onto the computer. I did not have time to transfer the photos
and moved the card back into my camera so that I could take more photos. We were
having lunch with some friends.

When I placed the card in my camera I received a card read error. I tried a numbver of
other  readers and I  either  received the same read error  or  the card reader  did  not
recognize the card. At this point, I knew I had a problem. I contacted a consultant that I
had worked with in the past and he suggested either using a data recovery program or
contacting an outside recovery firm.

The simplest solution was a data recovery program. I tried Photo Rescue and Image
Rescue 3 without success. Both of these programs have free trial versions so they do not
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cost anything unless they actually recover your photos.

The next step was to take the corrupt card to National Camera, where I purchased it and
see if they could do anything. I brought my card in and they indicated that they would
attempt to recover the data and the charge would be $20, if they were able to recover my
photos. Unfortunately, they were no more able to recover my photos than I was.

At this point I called the card manufacturer, Promaster. Promaster told me that they would
be happy to replace my card but that it was unlikely that they would be able to recover my
photos. Here’ s the real question: after a memory card fails do you really want a card
produced by the same manufacturer. I think not.

My final attempt was to send the card to rediskme. This company charges $125 for data
recovery from camera cards. Rediskme was also unable to recover any images.

At this point I have two additional options, one that was recommended by rediskme and
one recommended by Promaster. Unfortunately, DriveSavers at $490 and Ontrack at
$1000 were more expensive than I was willing to pay.

The corrupt camera card is now sitting in my desk drawer awaiting a better recovery
solution. Let me know if you have any ideas and remember to transfer and backup your
digital photos.
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Detained in DC
Friday, May 22, 2009

From  May  10  to  14,  I  was  in  Washington,  D.C.  for  the  ISO  meetings  on  image
permanence. These meetings were held at the Library of Congress and cover issues
related to the preservation of traditional and digital photos. The Library of Congress is in
the center of Washington, across from the Capitol.

On Tuesday, I found myself with an hour or so between the end of the meeting and the
time I was meeting one of the other participants for dinner. I decided to walk around and
take a few touristy photos of the area. In spite of the fact that I visit Washington once or
twice a year, I have very few photos of the area.

I wanted to document what Washington has become, so I took a picture of one of the
many barricades located in front of the Library of Congress.

This photograph did not please the guard on duty, who was obviously frustrated at the
lack of activity. She cornered me, demanded to know what I was doing, and why I had
taken a picture. This guard made me delete the photo of the barricade from my camera
and wait inside her shack. She phoned her superior, ” I caught someone taking a photo.
What  should I  do?”  She gave them my driver’s  license number and social  security,
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eventually concluding that I was not a risk.
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Simplify Backup with Hard Disk Drives
Tuesday, June 02, 2009

CDs and DVDs are the most stable way to back up files. These discs contain no moving
parts  and are not  affected by computer  viruses and other  problems.  Unfortunately,
creating  CDs  and  DVDs  is  not  simple  and  takes  time.  See  A  Consumer  Guide  to
Recordable  CDs  and  DVDs  for  more  information.

Hard disks may be less permanent  than CDs,  but  the process required to  back up
photographs and other files is far less complicated. In fact, the Clickfree drive proves how
easy the process can be. This drive automatically finds photographs and other files and
then backs them up when it is plugged into your computer’s USB port. In my tests the
Clickfree drive worked flawlessly. And while I will  continue to use CDs and DVDs to
preserve important photos, I am planning to use this drive every week to backup my files.
It is simply too easy.
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Consumer Reports Reviews Cameras
Wednesday, June 03, 2009

If  you’re in the market  for  a new camera be sure to check out  the latest  Consumer
Reports. Their reviews of digital cameras provides a good starting point. Unfortunately,
the digital camera market is evolving so rapidly that their detailed reviews are unable to
keep up with the changing technology.

For compact cameras, Consumer Reports mentions the extremely adaptable Fujifilm
F200EXR but does not include it in its overall comparisons. Another new camera with a
unique panorama mode, the Sony HX1, is not even included in the review. Similarly in
the section on digital SLRs, Consumer Reports mentions the Nikon D5000 but does not
include it in the overall comparisons, focusing instead on older models.

The camera, which I use, the Casio EX-F1 was also not included in the review. This
camera is a cross between a point-ant-shoot and an SLR. It has a relatively unique high-
speed shooting mode and actually captures an image before the shutter is pressed.

Five common goofs from Consumer Reports

1. Didn’t regularly clean the camera lens.

2. Left photos in the camera for at least a month

3. Didn’t know whether the camera had scene modes, image stabilization, face detection,
or burst mode.

4. Cleaned the lens with a shirtsleeve, household tissue or canned air.

5. Disposed of a camera in the trash (of those who got rid of a camera).
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Trouble with Facebook
Wednesday, June 10, 2009
Trouble with Facebook – New photo uploads and some older photos show as a red X.
Any Suggestions?
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Step forward with the new Page Print
Monday, June 15, 2009
Effective July 1, Creative Memories is discontinuing the current Page Print and replacing
it with the new and improved Page Print. This is the first step in Creative Memories’ in-
house digital printing initiative designed to improve the quality of our digitally printed
products.

With this change we are replacing a product that was produced on standard photographic
paper with one that is digitally printed on high-quality, acid-free, lignin-free, buffered
paper. To produce these new prints, we are taking advantage of the latest technology,
which allows us to  simulate a traditional  photographic  print  on a high-speed digital
printing press.

The new Page Prints  have three times the light  stability  of  our  previous traditional
photographic prints, when tested using the latest ISO draft test methods. Dark stability is
even better, with prints unaffected by air pollution and expected to last more than 100
years when stored in albums. The new Page Print is available with matte and glossy
surfaces. Both surfaces are created with a clear toner that protects the Page Print from
damage due to handling. The new Page Print resists damage from humidity, water and
accidental spills.

Digital print (left) compared to traditional photographic print (right).

Finally,  digital  printing  has  improved  sharpness  when  compared  to  traditional
photographic  prints.  And  this  increases  the  legibility  of  journaling  and  added  text.

 With the new Page Print, your customers can easily create multiple copies of a single
StoryBook page. They can also create an individual page to celebrate a special occasion.
The opportunities are endless, and with Creative Memories they can be assured that they
will have the highest quality Page Print available, produced using the latest technology.
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The  July/August  Tech  Notes  column  is  also  available  as  a  PDF  file  at  Tech
Notes_200907&08.
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Kodak taking Kodachrome away
Tuesday, June 23, 2009
It was inevitable. It’s now official. This morning’s USA Today confirmed that Kodak is
discontinuing Kodachrome:

Eastman Kodak  said  Monday  it’s  retiring  its  most  senior  film because of  declining
customer  demand in  an  increasingly  digital  age.

The world’s first commercially successful color film, immortalized in song by Simon, spent
74 years in Kodak’s portfolio. It enjoyed its heyday in the 1950s and ’60s, but in recent
years has nudged closer to obscurity: Sales of Kodachrome are now just a fraction of 1%
of the company’s total sales of still-picture films, and only one commercial lab in the world
still processes it and it was being made only about once a year.

I used Kodachrome for years, including 35 and 120 film sizes. The vibrant colors and
stability of this film proved compelling, at least until digital and its immediacy became
more compelling.

Kodachromes from the 1950’s and 1960’s are still as vibrant as the the day they were
taken, unlike other images from that time period, Now we need to worry about how to
give digital images that same stability, and the answer is not simple. Many digital images
are not printed and if the images are printed, they may be on unstable paper. Consumers
need to ask how long their photos will last now, rather than after it is too late.

See  also  http://homepage.1000words.kodak.com/default.asp?item=2388083  and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kodachrome.
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Turning Photo Books into Bricks
Thursday, June 25, 2009
The easiest way to turn a photo book into a brick is to order one of the new photo books
printed  on  traditional  photographic  paper.  Most  of  these  books  are  produced  with
uncoated photo paper that is placed in direct contact with another sheet of photo paper
on the opposing page. In high humidity or in the presence of moisture, the pages will stick
together forming an inseparable brick.

In my tests, two weeks at 80% relative humidity was sufficient to create a photo book
brick. These conditions are relatively common in tropical climates such as Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, and are present elsewhere in the U.S. at various times during the year.

At  this  time,  manufacturers  of  photo  papers  have  resisted  efforts  to  develop  ISO
specifications that would prevent photo books from turning into bricks, although Fujifilm
did recently put out the following warning as reported in Photo Imaging News, June 22,
2009:

According to PEN Weekly, Fujifilm recently distributed a document alerting wholesale
labs and minilabs about possible sticking of pages in photobooks and design albums with
prints on both sides of paper that don’t have laminating on print surface, as reported in
Photo Trade Express. The document recommends laminating with film, liquid lamination,
or interleaving paper in between print surfaces.

At this time, I recommend avoiding books produced with traditional photographic paper,
unless you are certain these books are have been tested under high humidity condition
and that they are treated to prevent the pages from sticking together.
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Caution!!!!! Free Family Photo Opportunity
Thursday, July 02, 2009
My family and I typically have portraits taken before the holidays at Proex and have
always been pleased with the results. Last year we missed the chance to have portraits
taken. Our schedule was busy and we called too late.

Consequently, we were excited when we received an email earlier this year from Debra
Johnson, a lead photographer at PhotoBox Studio offering free portraits in exchange for
helping her develop her portfolio. We agreed to participate and even bought new shoes
for the kids. We set the date for the early April.

When we arrived at Debra’s studio at the scheduled time she was ready but was clearly
still getting her studio set up. She seemed capable and we enjoyed having the photos
taken. Her son wandered around the studio while she worked. Our children are of a
similar age and they seemed to get along well. We left on what appeared to be good
terms. Debra indicated that we would receive our photos and a free 11×14 in a couple of
weeks and that we would need to sign a release at that time.

Unfortunately, our photos disappeared into the black hole of Debra’s studio. In spite of
my wife’s countless emails and phone calls, all we have at this time are empty promises
and the memories of our photo session. I am still not clear on why someone starting a
new business would operate this way.

At least one other family we know of also responded to Debra’s email and they were
treated no better. I will now be more skeptical of offers like Debra’s email. In addition, I
will be calling Proex earlier this year.
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More on Turning Photo Books into Bricks
Wednesday, July 29, 2009

In Turning Photo Books into Bricks I described how high humidity will turn many photo
books  made  from  traditional  photographic  paper  into  bricks.  The  Fuji  Film  Memo
describing  the  problem  and  a  Translation  are  now  available  here.

At  the  last  ISO meeting  on  image permanence,  Kodak,  Fuji,  and  others  submitted
comments or argued strongly that these photo books should be allowed in future ISO
(International Organization for Standardization) standards. To do otherwise, they argued,
might reduce sales of photo books. This argument runs contrary to the ISO’s general
focus on quality improvements. My belief is that instead of allowing all  photo books,
future ISO standards should ensure that high-quality photo books will last for generations.
This discussion is not settled and we will see how it plays out at the next ISO meeting,
which will take place in October 2009 in Tokyo.
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StoryBooks are now even better!
Thursday, August 06, 2009
In September, we will start manufacturing all Hardcover StoryBooks here at Creative
Memories.  This  change  allows  us  to  further  integrate  digital  StoryBooks  with  our
traditional  products.

Improved quality

Starting in September, we’ll be discontinuing all 11 x 8.5 linen and leatherette StoryBooks
and  replacing  them  with  books  manufactured  with  Creative  Memories’  traditional
bookcloth. This bookcloth has improved stain and abrasion resistance. In addition, we’re
taking advantage of the latest printing technology to produce higher quality pages for our
StoryBooks. This technology uses clear toner to improve the photographic appearance of
the printed page.

Our Hardcover StoryBooks will continue to have all of the features that set our current
StoryBooks apart from the competition, including:

• High-quality laminated custom covers

• Protective end sheets

• Stitched binding

Our books are tested at elevated temperatures and under high humidity conditions. They
will withstand years of use and are truly designed to last for generations.

New products

In  October,  we  will  be  introducing  the  8  x  8  Softcover  StoryBook  with  a  glossy
personalized  cover.  In  addition,  the  current  7  x  5  Softcover  StoryBook  will  be
discontinued and replaced with a new 7 x 5 Softcover StoryBook with a custom cover.
The new custom covers will give our Softcover StoryBooks a distinctive appearance that
further differentiates us from the competition. We’ll also be using an improved adhesive
designed to give Softcover StoryBooks added durability.

Make it big or small

StoryBook  Creator  Plus  3.0  allows  12  x  12  and  11  x  8.5  StoryBooks  to  be  easily
converted to 8 x 8 and 7 x 5 StoryBooks. At this time, StoryBook Creator Plus doesn’t
support converting smaller sizes into larger sizes, so if you’re planning on resizing your
StoryBook, you will want to create it at the larger size. Finally, in October we’ll be adding
calendar designs to StoryBook Creator Plus 3.0 in preparation for a brand new calendar
design we’re introducing in November. Watch Scraps for details.

The  complete  September/October  Tech  Notes  is  available  as  a  PDF  at  Tech
Notes_200909&10.
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More than Megapixels
Thursday, August 20, 2009
An article appeared in the New York Times on August 19 illustrating the point I have been
trying to make that image quality is determined by more than megapixels. The Sony
DSC-WX1 was recommended and fared significantly better than the Fuji F200EXR in
t h e i r  e v a l u a t i o n .  F o r  m o r e  d e t a i l s  s e e
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/20/technology/personaltech/20pogue.html?_r=1&ref=tec
hnology.
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Digital Completes Albums
Friday, August 28, 2009
I admit it. My Australian album from 2005 is half completed and sitting on a shelf. I have
no idea when I will actually complete it. It is a traditional album, started prior to Creative
Memories release of StoryBook Creator Plus.

I went to Australia again this year and I was determined not to let the same thing happen.
I am happy to report that Australia 2009 is complete and for those of you on Facebook,
the entire album is available.

I  used a simple approach.  I  started with autofilling the basic  black template.  I  then
modified the pages as needed to fit my photos. Next I replaced the black background with
pages from the Creative Memories Discover Power Palette. Finally, I added journaling.
Most of the journaling was taken directly from Wikipedia. With traditional album making,
this album would still be on the list of things to do.
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Infotrends 2009
Friday, September 18, 2009
Here are some interesting facts from the Infotrends PhotoPublishing Summit and Digital
Imaging Conference that I just attended in San Francisco:

• 79% of digital photos taken are not printed.
• 8% of consumers order photo gifts, including photo books, each year.
• 39% of consumers have lost some (30%) or all (9%) of their digital images due to a

hard disk crash, virus, or accidental deletion.
• Facebook has over 14 billion photos, with 2 billion photos uploaded each month.
• 70% of Facebook users don’t know that Facebook saves only low-resolution photos!
• The average digital camera user takes 116 photos in 3 months.
• The difference between professional and amateur photographers is that the pros

only show you the good ones.
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New Blog Location
Monday, September 21, 2009
I  would  like  to  thank  everyone  who  has  enjoyed  this  blog  and  participated  in  its
development. All About Images blog is now accessible off Creative Memories home page
at blogs.creativememories.com/all_about_images. Check out this site for current posts
and new information.
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Image Enhancement
Thursday, September 24, 2009
Page Prints and StoryBooks contain photographs as well as artwork and backgrounds.
These items are combined into a single page. We cannot enhance photographs without
adversely  affecting  the  artwork  and  background.  Consequently,  we  recommend
enhancing  your  photos  prior  to  printing  your  StoryBook  or  Page  Print.  Enhancing
photographs ensures that exposure and color are correct, red-eye is removed, and the
image  is  sharpened,  if  necessary.  StoryBook  Creator  includes  complete  image
enhancement features to make these improvements.Another approach is to enhance
photos prior to importing them into StoryBook Creator. Making changes prior to bringing
photos into StoryBook Creator allows you to share the enhanced photo, even if it is not
part  of  a  completed  StoryBook.  Memory  Manager,  as  well  as  various  image
enhancement  programs,  is  designed  to  make  enhancements.

In the past I have used Adobe Photoshop, which is a professional image editing program
that sells for nearly $700. I started using this program prior to Memory Manager and
StoryBook Creator and have become reasonably adept at editing photos with Photoshop.
The process was still very time consuming, as I had to individually review and edit each
photo. For a trip or event with several hundred photos this editing process could easily
take several hours.

I recently discovered a far better solution. Image Editor from Colour Science has a batch
processing mode that allows me to avoid tedious, manual editing of each image. I now
spend more time creating StoryBooks and journaling my stories.

Image Editor does not replace either Memory Manager or StoryBook Creator. Instead,
Image  Editor  works  with  Memory  Manager  and  StoryBook  Creator  to  allow  photo
enhancement before bringing photos into either program. Image Editor has no ability to
track, label, and archive photos and cannot create unique StoryBooks, Page Prints, and
other products.

The downside of Image Editor is that it has a lot of features and requires some trial and
error to determine the appropriate settings. A free 20 day trail is available from Colour
Science and the program costs $65 for the home version and $115 for the standard
version.
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Photo Frustration
Friday, September 25, 2009
I attended Koronis Bible Camp this summer, and at the end of the camp, the organizers
presented a slide show highlighting the week’s activities. This show included a couple of
really nice photos of Ed and Noah. In addition, camp organizers took a group photo of
everyone attending.

Here’s my dilemma. In spite of several email requests, I have been unable to get copies
of  these photos.  I  completed my StoryBook for  the trip  without  them,  knowing that
someone has photos that  I  would  really  like  to  include.

I think I need a portable device with a USB adapter, as well as the ability to transfer files
from any camera, that I can use to get a copy of photos when they are taken or available.
I also need to recognize that I may not be able to get copies of photos at a later time.
Does anyone else have a solution to this problem?
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How I Backup My Photos
Sunday, October 04, 2009
All digital photos should be backed up; otherwise they could be lost to a hard disk crash,
virus, or other problems.

I transfer photos from the cameras memory card to my laptop to ensure the safety of my
photos. I have already learned the hard way that photos on a memory card are not safe.
See A Saga of Lost Memories.

I use a clickfree external hard drive to back up photos on my laptop computer. This drive
has a nice feature in that it comes with software that will nag you after a week, or any
other interval that you choose, if you haven’t backed up your photos. I also transfer my
photos to a home PC to create a second backup copy. Finally, I create StoryBooks. If all
else fails, I will still have a printed copy of my photos

This strategy has worked well for me. A few years ago when my hard disk crashed and
was not recoverable, I lost no photos because I had a current backup.

If I decide specific photos are very important, like our wedding or baby’s first photos, I
also create a CD. CDs are the best way to backup photos because they cannot be
overwritten  and  are  not  vulnerable  to  mechanical  failure,  like  a  hard  disk.  See  A
Consumer Guide to Recordable CDs and DVDs for more information. CDs are also less
convenient and I admit that I do not usually take this precaution.
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Scanners and StoryBooks
Monday, October 05, 2009
Outside of a computer, the most important tool for digital scrapbooking is a scanner. My
recommendation is that if you do not have a scanner, get one. I don’t have a specific
scanner to recommend. My only suggestion would be to avoid the lowest cost scanners
since these tend to have more problems.

I scan all items at 300 dpi, unless I know I will be enlarging an image and then I use 600
dpi. After scanning I correct the color and contrast with the autocontrast and autocolor
feature in StoryBook Creator, if needed. I then add journaling information, and the page is
complete.

The possibilities are endless and include everything from scanning photos taken before
digital to scanning programs and tickets. I find that I scan one or two items for every
StoryBook that I complete.

The StoryBook pages shown here are from a recent trip to Australia and includes a
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scanned program, menu, and other items. If you are interested in the whole story, my
completed StoryBook is on Facebook.
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Nobel Prize in Physics Goes to Digital Camera
Inventors
Tuesday, October 06, 2009
This year’s Nobel Prize in Physics went to the inventors of the technology behind digital
cameras. Willard S. Boyle and George E. Smith of Bell Laboratories were awarded the
prize for their invention of an imaging semiconductor circuit – the CCD sensor. Actually,
the Nobel prize was shared with the Charles K. Kao who was behind another technology
breakthrough, fiber optics, but it is still a significant announcement.

The Nobel press release includes the following details:

In 1969 Willard S. Boyle and George E. Smith invented the first  successful imaging
technology using a digital sensor, a CCD (Charge-Coupled Device). The CCD technology
makes use of the photoelectric effect, as theorized by Albert Einstein and for which he
was awarded the 1921 year’s Nobel Prize. By this effect, light is transformed into electric
signals. The challenge when designing an image sensor was to gather and read out the
signals in a large number of image points, pixels, in a short time.

The CCD is the digital camera’s electronic eye. It revolutionized photography, as light
could now be captured electronically instead of on film. The digital form facilitates the
processing and distribution of  these images.  CCD technology is  also used in many
medical applications, e.g. imaging the inside of the human body, both for diagnostics and
for microsurgery.

Digital photography has become an irreplaceable tool in many fields of research. The
CCD has provided new possibilities to visualize the previously unseen. It has given us
crystal clear images of distant places in our universe as well as the depths of the oceans.
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Innovation Award Goes to First Digital Camera
Developer
Wednesday, October 07, 2009
This year’s Economist Innovation Award in Consumer Products went to Kodak’s Steve
Sasson who took advantage of digital sensors to develop the first functioning digital
camera in 1975. (See Nobel Prize in Physics.) It’s hard to believe that digital cameras
have been around 34 years. In their announcement the Economist states:

Steve Sasson, a Kodak electrical engineer, built the world’s first digital camera in 1975,
though it was many years before this type of camera made it to market and became the
huge consumer hit that it is today. Texas Instruments designed a filmless analog camera
three years earlier, but Sasson was the first to create a filmless digital camera.

Sasson’s original prototype weighed eight pounds, recorded black and white images to a
cassette tape, had a resolution of 0.01 megapixel and took 23 seconds to capture its first
image. The prototype camera was a technical exercise, not intended for production. In
1978, Sasson was issued a U.S. patent for the digital camera.
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Give the Perfect Calendar
Friday, October 16, 2009
The 12 x 18 Calendar, available Nov. 1 at $20.99, is the perfect holiday gift. Start creating
this 12-month calendar beginning Oct. 1, with either StoryBook Creator 3.0 or StoryBook
Creator Plus 3.0. The 12 x 18 size is perfect for including your favorite page designs from
StoryBooks and Page Prints.

The calendar includes 12 printed 12 x 12 pages. The pages are uncoated so they’re
compatible with Creative Memories high-quality pens.

The calendar also features a metal spiral binding and hanger. The spiral binding keeps
the calendar pages together, unlike staples that may fail over time. The hanger is durable
and designed to eliminate the need for a nail hole in the calendar.

When the month or the year is over, simply remove the perforated calendar grid and
place  the  calendar  page  in  a  traditional  album using  the  Side-Loading  Sleeves,  a
PicFolio® Max Album or on an Everyday Display. Like Page Prints, these calendar pages
have an expected lifetime of more than 100 years when stored in an album.

The calendar is the ideal way to enjoy and preserve your memories. For another gift
option, don’t forget about the Personalized Softcover StoryBooks introduced in October
2009. The 7 x 5 and 8 x 8 sizes are conveniently priced and fun for all occasions.

The complete November/December Tech Notes is available – Download Tech Notes
200911&12.
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Digital Photos Up-Close
Friday, October 16, 2009
The appearance of a digital print depends on how we look at it. All prints are designed for
a specific viewing distance and will contain artifacts when viewed at closer distances. For
digital prints, this distance is typically 1.5 times the diagonal of the print or 17″ for an 8×8″
print and 25″ for a 12×12″ print. Similarly, books are designed to be viewed at a minimum
distance of 10-12″.

When prints or books are viewed closer than these distances the dot patterns that make
up the digital prints become readily apparent. The dot patterns come from the way digital
prints use different size dots to create the illusion of continuous tone. The image to the
right is of an eye enlarged to show the dot structure.

Traditional photographs do not generally show the same dot pattern. Instead, these prints
show a noticable lack of sharpness when enlarged. The photo to the right is of an eye
printed on traditional photographic paper.

The  loss  of  sharpness  with  traditional  photographic  printing  becomes  particularly
apparent with text and other high-contrast items that may be present in a digital image.
The images below illustrate the difference in text reproduction with both methods.
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Which print  is better? The answer is that neither print  is inherently better.  They are
different, and in fact, both systems are capable of producing high-quality digital prints.
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Calendars Preserve Photos
Friday, October 23, 2009
I take a lot of photos, including many that never wind up in StoryBooks. In fact, until
Creative Memories added the calendar feature to StoryBook Creator 3.0, I had no idea
what I was going to do with all those photos.

I used 438 photos to create my calendar, and the advantage of the new calendar is that
when the year is done I can tear off the calendar grid and I will have 438 photos on album
pages. I can then place these pages in either a Picfolio Max or traditional album

Now I know that I will not lose these photos, even if something happens to my computer
and the external hard drive that I use to backup my photos.

To create these pages, I used the SBC 3.0 2010 Plus Basic Calendar Pages and the
Insert Empty Frame feature of StoryBook Creator Plus. I  resized the first frame and
placed it in the upper right hand corner of my page. I then replicated this frame to create
the first row. Next, I grouped all frames in the first row and then replicated this row to
create an entire page of empty frames. Finally, I ungrouped the frames in each row and
filled them with photos that I had taken throughout the year.
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I  selected  12  sets  of  photographs  (one  for  each  month)  and  then  determined
approximately how many frames I  would need for each set.  I  also determined if  the
photographs were primarily vertical, horizontal, or a mix of both and designed the page
accordingly.

Once I had all my photos in, I added holidays, birthdays, my anniversary, etc, along with
a few photos on special days. Now my calendar is ready to print.

Get your calendars completed now and have them ready for ordering, which begins
November 1. I have included two pages of my calendar in this posting. More information
about calendars is available at Give the Perfect Calendar, and my complete calendar is
on Facebook.
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iPhone Camera Captures the Moment
Monday, November 02, 2009
I am now using an iPhone 3GS. I have fallen for the latest trend in consumer marketing.
This camera is easy to use and provides an ideal way to capture many of life’s moments.
I have a digital SLR but I don’t always like to carry it with me. While the iPhone camera
does not replace a high quality camera, it provides more than adequate photos, suitable
for many projects.

I shot a series of photos at a Kindergarten field trip, which is one of the occasions I don’t
like to carry a large camera. It is simply too difficult to manage the camera and help the
children on the field trip.

The image quality of the iPhone camera was similar to my first digital camera, which was
purchased seven years ago. It  has a 3 megapixel camera and produces acceptable
quality photos. Transferring the photos to my computer and bringing the photos into
Memory Manager and StoryBook Creator was easy with the included USB cable.

The iPhone camera has some difficulty reproducing highlights. The detail was completely
lost in the brightest areas of some photos. In addition, the iPhone camera has difficulty
with low light levels and really needs a flash to handle those situations. The lack of an
optical zoom means that careful framing the photo and moving closer to the subject is
more critical than ever. My final concern is that without a lens cap, the camera lens may
get scratched or dirty over time. I have no information on how image quality changes over
time but it is a concern.

Overall, I am pleased with my new camera and recommend it. By the way, this camera
also works as a cell phone, but that is outside the scope of this blog.
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StoryBook Creator for the Macintosh
Thursday, November 05, 2009
We have received many comments and emails requesting StoryBook Creator for the
Macintosh and would like to let everyone know that we have heard you. We are now
actively  working  with  Macintosh  developers  and  hope  to  have  StoryBook  Creator
developed specifically for the Macintosh available in the fall of 2010, assuming everything
goes as planned. Our goal is to develop a version that incorporates the capabilities
available  in  the Windows version,  along with  the unique features of  the Macintosh
operating system. We expect the Macintosh version to be fully compatible with files
created under Windows and to use the same content as the Windows version. I have just
finished reading Inside Steve’s Brain by Leander Kahney and have a Macintosh at my
desk so I hope we can fully capture the spirit of the Macintosh as we proceed with this
project.
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A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words
Thursday, November 12, 2009

The following information is from Alexis Gerard, Founder and President, Future Image at
the 63rd Annual I3A Conference on Imaging Innovation. Personally, I think a picture is
actually worth 10,000 words. What are your thoughts?

Why A Picture is Worth 1000 Words

Whenever communication calls for description of people, places, objects, or processes,
IMAGES (Still or Motion) have the following advantages:

• More Efficient (less time used at either end)
• More Appealing (you “get to it” faster)
• Capture information with greater completeness/integrity
• Avoid language-based problems (global economy)
• Avoid need for specialized vocabulary
• Have greater power of conviction
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Photo Book Preservation
Friday, November 13, 2009
[The following posting is based on “Critical Factors for Photo Book Preservation,” which
was presented at the 63rd I3A Annual Conference, Monterey, CA, November 10, 2009]

The lifetime of  photographic  prints  is  typically  dependent  on  four  factors:  light,  air
pollution, heat, and humidity. Any attempt to define how long a print may last must take
these four factors into account. For example, saying that a print will last 20 years when
exposed to light is meaningless, if air pollution destroys the print in six months. Many of
the early lifetime estimates for digital prints were very misleading because the estimates
failed to take all four factors into account.

For photo books, light and air pollution are not generally significant factors. Photo books
are typically kept closed and on a shelf. Under these conditions, light and air pollution
have only a very small  effect.  Instead, photo books are vulnerable to damage from
handling, including failure of the binding system and abrasion of the printed image. Photo
book stability is then dependent on these four factors: durability, abrasion resistance,
heat, and humidity.

Other factors that affect photo book stability are either less critical or can be controlled in
other ways. These factors include light, air pollution, water, spill resistance, mold/insect
resistance, and folding/tear resistance.

Creative Memories addresses each factor during the product development process. We
use  a  stitched  binding  to  ensure  that  hard-cover  books  are  durable,  unlike  other
manufacturers that may omit this step. For soft cover books we use an adhesive that is
significantly more stable than the hot melt adhesives that used elsewhere, which may fail
over time (see photo below).

Abrasion resistance is also critical.  We use paper and ink that  resist  abrasion.  The
difference in between three papers can be significant (see below). Finally, we laminate
hard-cover StoryBooks to ensure that they will last as long as possible.
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The length of time that a photo will last if it is properly store in the dark is determined by
its stability to heat. For Creative Memories photo books, the main change is yellowing of
the paper over time; consequently, our photo books will last an extremely long period of
time in the dark, from 100-300 years.

Humidity is also important, as we cannot control the environment where our photo books
may be stored, particularly in tropical climates. Humidity may result in book warp, ink
movement, or pages sticking together. We test all photo books at 20% and 80% RH to
ensure that changes in humidity will not damage our photo books.
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Durability, abrasion resistance, and heat and humidity resistance are the factors that
determine  photo  book  stability.  Permanence  also  depends  on  materials  and  the
production process. Consequently, environmental and physical tests are the only way to
ensure permanence and make photo books a preservation solution for the future.
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More on StoryBook Creator for the Macintosh
Wednesday, November 18, 2009
I would like to thank everyone who replied or emailed in response to my original blog
posting. I received almost 200 comments and emails and am unfortunately not able to
reply to everyone individually.The posting was intended be a general indication of our
plans for StoryBook Creator, not an official announcement, which is why it did not include
any specifics on the exact date when StoryBook Creator Macintosh would be available.
Here are some of the more common questions:

1. Which Macintosh computers will be supported? We are planning to support Mac OS
10.5 Leopard and above. Apple made certain changes to their operating system with
version 10.5 that make this the right version to support. If you are not using OS 10.5 or
latter, you will need to upgrade your system.

2.  Will  Memory  manager  also  be available  for  the  Macintosh? At  this  time,  we are
planning  to  integrate  StoryBook  Creator  Macintosh  with  iPhoto.  iPhoto  is  a  free
application that provides is an effective, basic package for organizing photos, although it
does not include all of the features that are available in Memory Manager.

3. How do I become a beta tester? We plan to fully test StoryBook Creator Mac prior to
release and will identify beta testers next year. Beta testers will be selected to provide
specific feedback. We may not be able to select all volunteers. If you have volunteered,
we will keep your name and email address on file.
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View the World in Digital 3D
Thursday, December 03, 2009
I have recently been thinking about a new camera. My current camera is 5 years old and
new technology intrigues me. Do I need a new camera? The answer is no, but it is fun to
think about it any way.

I have always had a certain fascination with 3D. I grew up with the GAF View-Master and
remember the first 3D movie I saw, Friday the 13th Part 3. More recently, I used an old
Kodak Stereo Realist camera to take 3D photos, until I stopped using film. The fact is that
people, places, and things are not flat.

At several shows and conferences I have seen the Fuji W1, which is a digital 3D camera
with two lenses. It has the ability to shoot two pictures simultaneously as well as all the
features present in many digital cameras. It also includes a unique 3D display. Most
recently, a consumer panel at the I3A Imaging Innovation conference had very positive
comments about this camera.

The FinePix Real 3D W1 W1 camera is listed on the Fuji web site as available for $599,
so it is for real. Now I just have to figure out how to get one.

As an aside, not all of the reviews are positive as reflected in this review from Akihabara
News, but I still want one.
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Backup Your Camera
Thursday, December 17, 2009
I have written many articles on the need to backup digital photos to preserve them. Many
photos are lost to hard disk crashes, viruses, or accidental deletion. What was not as
clear to me until recently, was the need to backup my camera.

I have come to realize that if I don’t have a functioning camera, I cannot take the picture
in the first place. Recently, I have run into a series of situations ranging from discharged
batteries to a zoom lens that will  not zoom to a camera that turned the entire scene
magenta (see sample photograph). By the way, if  you know what caused the photo,
which was taken with a Nikon D70s, to turn magenta, please let me know. The effect
disappeared shortly after the end of the party, and I have no idea what caused it.

When I purchased my digital SLR I relegated my point and shoot to the closet. I don’t
even know where it is now. A better plan would have been to keep the camera as a
backup, recharging the batteries every now and then. It’s a form of the old scout motto
“Be prepared.”

Am I going to dig out my old camera? The answer is no. Fortunately, I don’t have to find
it. I won a Fuji digital camera at a casino night earlier this fall, and I am going to open up
the box and take the camera out. I will be prepared next time my Nikon is not working.

If you receive a new camera for the holidays, think about my experience when deciding
what to do with your old camera. Keeping it as a backup may be your best strategy.
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Video, the Value of Memories, and a New Year’s
Resolution
Thursday, January 07, 2010

Photos are most valuable shortly after they are taken. They are most likely to be shared
and used within 30 days of the time they were taken. After that time, photos often sit in a
drawer or if they are lucky, a Creative Memories album or StoryBook, for the next several
years.  They  may  be  taken  out  and  enjoyed  a  few  times  or  they  may  lie  there
unappreciated.  After  several  decades,  photos  are  either  lost  or  they  take  on  new
significance. They help us remember the past and begin to have historical value. The
photo to the right is one of my earliest baby photos.

Movies and videos also become more valuable over time. Recently, I had a number of
old family movies transferred to DVD. I  also put  a short  clip on YouTube – Mark in
Buffalo. These were movies that were taken when I was one to two years old. They are
by no means the greatest movies of all time. At times they are shaky, out-of-focus, and
scratched; yet, I was glad to have them. I enjoyed seeing what I was like at that age,
particularly since I now have children of my own.

I now have a New Year’s resolution, as well. In addition to all the photos I take each year,
I am going to take an occasional video. These may not be the best quality, but at least
they will be available for Noah and Edwin in the future. My first video of the family is now
on YouTube – Ed and Noah in Detroit.
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Recommendations for Movie Transfers to DVD
Friday, January 08, 2010
As  I  indicated  in  a  recent  post,  Video,  the  Value  of  Memories,  and  a  New Year’s
Resolution, I transferred a large number of movies from film to DVD over the holidays. I
learned a few things, and by the way, I am not recommending Yesvideo, which did the
transfers. Here are the questions I wish I had asked:

1. How the movie film will be returned? Four carefully labeled rolls of film were
returned on three unlabelled rolls. I now have no idea what is what and if I ever want
to do anything with the film I will have terrible trouble finding what I want.

2. How DVD chapters will be set up? The chapters on my DVDs are randomly created,
completely ignoring all of the carefully created titles that were part of the original
film. In a few instances, the titles were selected for the chapter, but that was not the
case most of the time.

3. Will a highlight video be included and how it will be created? Some of the titles were
selected for my highlight video, without including the associated footage, which led
to a completely bizarre experience when watching the highlight videos.

4. What software will be included with the video? I didn’t ask this question but am
happy with the software that was included. If you want to use segments of your
video for other purposes, such as posting to YouTube, you need the right software.

I hope these tips help. I am glad I had my movies transferred to DVD, in spite of the
questions that I wish I had asked.

Note: I realize a lot of my difficulties would have been avoided if I had sent in each movie
real as a separate order. At least that way the original organization of the movies would
have been retained, and in fact much of the cost of the transfer is dependent on the
length of the film so there is little cost advantage to combining multiple rolls of movie film
on a single DVD. [Added 1/9/2010]
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iPhone Photos & StoryBook Creator – Christmas
2009
Tuesday, January 12, 2010
I received my holiday StoryBook yesterday. It was a 7×5 soft cover book created without
a camera or at least without a traditional camera. I took all the photos on my iPhone,
transferred them to my PC, and brought them into StoryBook Creator Plus. With autofill
and some journaling, I quickly had a completed StoryBook. Here are some tips on using
camera phone photos in a StoryBook.

1. If the photo is obviously poor quality, don’t use it. A few of my photos were blurred,
and I deleted these.

2. Correct contrast. I applied Auto contrast in StoryBook Creator to all the photos. Auto
contrast ensures that the contrast of the photo matches the requirements of the
printer.

3. Correct shadow detail. A few of my photos were still too dark after applying Auto
contrast. The key here is to use the Shadows slider, which is available under
Brightness & light in the Color menu.

4. Correct color. I used Auto color, and in some cases made adjustments to the Color
temperature slider, which is available under Temperature in the Color menu.

If your camera phone photos are still on your phone, now you have the tools to create
great StoryBooks. The first page of my Christmas 2009 StoryBook is shown to the right
and the complete book is on Facebook.
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Recordable DVD Recommendations
Wednesday, January 20, 2010
I  would  love  to  be  able  to  recommend  a  specific  brand  of  DVD  for  storing  video;
unfortunately  it  is  not  that  easy.

Standardized tests that are available for DVD lifetimes are fundamentally flawed. These
tests currently use extensive extrapolations based on relatively limited data points to
produce misleading results. Furthermore, no manufacturer consistently tests every lot to
ensure that actual production lifetimes match laboratory predictions.

Lifetime predictions for the newest technology, Blu-Ray DVDs, are equally difficult. These
discs are proprietary and no standard test method exists.

CDs  are  a  bit  better  in  that  the  technology  is  better  understood  and  the  tests  for
predicting  lifetimes  are  generally  more  reliable.  Testing  has  shown  that  Gold
phthalocyanine CDs,  such as Creative Memories’  My Memory Archive CD, will  last
longer. Unfortunately, these discs have relatively low capacity and are not intended for
video applications.

Because of  the uncertainty  surrounding various technologies,  the best  strategy for
preserving videos and other digital files is to not rely on any one solution. For example,
my videos are currently stored on DVD, my hard disk, and YouTube. If one technology
fails, I will still have the remaining copies.

More details on CDs and DVDs are available at A Consumer Guide to Recordable CDs
and DVDs.
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How to Transfer Photos to a Computer
Monday, January 25, 2010
Hey … can you share any thoughts/facts  you might  have about  using SD cards to
transfer  images off  your  camera vs.  using a  cord or  wireless connection to  upload
photos? I’m sure all that popping-in/popping out has got to wear down an SD card over
time, yet it’s the method my family and I are used to. I would need a strong argument
(from an expert like you!) to convince them to break this habit. Well, I guess the strongest
argument  would probably having one get  damaged and losing a bunch of  precious
pictures, but I’d really like to prevent that with some words of wisdom from our CM expert!
Anne Marie Gross, January 21, 2010.

In general, the greatest chance for damaging a memory card is if the card is removed
without properly turning the camera off or using the remove hardware feature on your
computer. If  a memory card is removed while data is being written, it  may very well
become corrupt. Given, these warnings, I personally transfer images from a camera to
the computer by removing the card and placing it in a card reader. Your suggestion for
using a cable or wireless connection to transfer data is certainly safer, although it may be
less convenient.
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Create Custom Photo Gifts
Monday, January 25, 2010
StoryBook Creator 3.0 Plus is a great tool for creating photo books, page prints, and
calendars.  It  can also create other products through the use of  Custom sizes.  This
information is not currently well publicized, but you can use StoryBook Creator 3.0 Plus to
create custom cards, mouse pads, mugs, photo panels, and t-shirts. Project sizes are
given below and complete instructions are available online at CreatingCustomGift.
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Library of Congress – Preserving Your Digital
Memories
Wednesday, January 27, 2010
The following recommendations are included in Preserving Your Digital Memories from
the Library of Congress:

At Risk: Digital Photos

Family memories and special events that future generations would value are increasingly
documented as digital photographs. But 10 years from now current memory sticks and
cameras will most likely be obsolete, trapping the images in unusable or unsupported
storage media.

Tip: Digital Photos
Because  digital  photographs  require  specific  hardware  and  software  to  view,  it  is
important to migrate files to the latest storage media using freely available formats. Make
several copies of digital photographs and keep them in different places. To help manage
your photos, it helps to label the photos with easily recognizable names and to embed
tags and other information in the photo files. Saving copies of your photos on Web sites
and printing copies with archive-quality ink and high-quality paper are also options for
preservation.
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360 Degree Video Camera
Wednesday, January 27, 2010
Popular Science describes a new Sony video camera with a full  360 degree view at
Sonys Flip Competitor Spins 360 degree footage. The review also indicates that the
camera takes still  images, as well.
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Memory Card Speed Ratings
Wednesday, January 27, 2010
Memory cards are confusing. A recent article from Shutterbug Magazine, Tech-Talk The
Memory Card Dilemma, explains how to select the correct SD card for your needs.
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Memory Manager Preserves Metadata
Monday, February 01, 2010
From: Lea Ward

Date: January 30, 2010

Hello Mark, This is very interesting information. I  read some more on the Library of
Congress website and actually read some on metadata, I hope you will explain a little
more about this and how our Memory Manager Software is using metadata and how that
can be a selling point. If I were a professional photographer for instance, would storing
digital images on MM 3.0 and adding their copyright info. or their licensing rights on each
photo, protect those images once distributed on disc or through e-mail? Thanks, CM
Consultant, Lea Ward

metadatanoun data about  data;  “a library catalog is  metadata because it  describes
publications”  WordNet® 3.0,  © 2006 by Princeton University.

Metadata is the information about a photo. It may tell you when it was take, where it was
taken, and who is in the photo. It may include star ratings and complete journaling details.
In Memory Manager, these details are stored as part of the image file, ensuring that this
information is not lost if  the files are emailed or used for other projects. Many other
programs  store  this  information  in  a  separate  file  where  it  may  be  lost  over  time.
Metadata may also include copyright and digital rights management information, although
a complete discussion of the legal implications is outside the scope of this blog.

Think about how valuable an old shoe box of unlabeled photos would be with all this
information. Nobody would wonder who is in a photo or when it  was taken. Memory
Manager prevents this scenario from happening with digital photos.

For more technical information on metadata, check out the Metadata Working Group and
the Guidelines for Handling Image Metadata. These are the guidelines that Memory
Manager 3.0 follows.
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Print at Home Recommendations
Wednesday, February 03, 2010
PC World provides some good tips on printing at home in Five Tips for Better Photo
Printing. I particularly agree with their recommendation to avoid aftermarket inkjet refills.
Besides the problems noted in this article, many aftermarket inkjet refills are responsible
for premature fading of inkjet prints.
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Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe
Tuesday, February 16, 2010
[This posting is based on a presentation given at the Canadian Showcase in Calgary on
August 22, 2008; the information is still relevant today.]

I am glad to be here in Canada. You ask such interesting questions and are always
interested in my boys, Ed and Noah.

The album page on the screen is from a test album I recently com-pleted. I took the first
two pages of ten different templates and randomly dropped in pictures of Ed and Noah.
My goal was to test the printing of the templates. The most amazing thing was that my
wife actually liked the resulting album when she saw it. It proved to her how easy it could
be to create a StoryBook.

Digital. Is it going away? I think we all know the answer to that question is no. Digital no
longer functions as a sideline to Creative Memories traditional albums. To start with, we
developed StoryBook Creator to make life easy for you and your customers.

StoryBook Creator lets you build the book that you want, as simple as you want or as
elaborate as you want. We are continually adding new products and new features.

We have improved our color management and modified the default colors in StoryBook
Creator to ensure that your customers receive high quality books. We continue to monitor
and adjust the production process to improve our StoryBooks.
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On June 6,  2008 we sold  4,267  StoryBooks.  Now,  if  only  we could  sell  that  many
StoryBooks each day. Oh, I forgot, we can. It’s simply a matter of getting the word out
that Creative Memories has the best digital products available.

Let’s look at our Hard Cover StoryBooks. The hard cover StoryBook with a personalized
cover is the highest quality book available.

We have had StoryBooks in our accelerated aging chambers for over a year and the best
estimate we have is that these books will last for 100 years or longer and even then, the
StoryBook will show some yellowing but the memories will be intact.

Preservation remains important to many consumers, and Creative Memories is the expert
on preservation. Quality is, in fact, more important now that digital photography is no
longer a novelty.

Quality is not a given. We are seeing a greater number of  low-quality books as the
production of these books expands into low volume retail outlets. The corner camera
store may be the expert on digital cameras or on photographic prints but it is clearly not
the expert on producing photo books.

A high-quality StoryBook has a stitched binding and resists fade and abrasion. Books
must use acid-free, buffered, and lignin-free paper. Creative Memories also test all books
in high and low humidity to ensure that they will not warp under adverse conditions.

To  highlight  the  difference  in  photo  books,  I  am  working  with  the  International
Organization for Standardization or ISO project to develop a photo book standard for
long-term preservation. My goal is to develop a specification, much like ISO 18902, that
we can use to differentiate our products from those of other manufacturers. Look for more
details in the future.
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By the way, one of the best ways to ensure that something will last is to produce multiple
copies. This is the LOCKSS concept. Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe. LOCKSS was
developed  for  libraries  and  institutions  but  the  concept  applies  to  everyone.  With
StoryBooks,  it  is  as  easy  to  create  multiple  copies  as  it  is  to  create  one.

Soft Cover Storybooks give us the ability to offer digital products at all price ranges. The
printers used to produce the soft cover StoryBooks are the same printers we use for the
hard cover books. By eliminating the binding we are able to lower the price, which makes
it easy to give as a gift. The low price makes them absolutely affordable.

Creative Memories digital products consist of more than just StoryBooks – much more.
Creative Memories also offers you and your customers the ability to put your files on CDs
through the Creative Memories Digital Center. With this system, we are able to monitor
the quality of the CD from the blank disc to the final preservation copy. Without quality
control, you really don’t know how long your discs will last.

For My Memory Archive, we are offering silver and gold discs. Here is a clear summary of
the differences. Both CDs are high quality and will last 100 years or more. It’s just that
with the gold CDs you have a greater likelihood of being able to read your files at any
given time. Think of the difference between sterling silver, which readily tarnishes, and
gold jewelry, which remains brilliant. I have already told you which disc like.

Multiple CDs protect against catastrophic loss or damage. Floods and fires do not always
happen to someone else.  I  recommend storing one copy of  your photos at  another
location – at  a friend or  relative’s house or  in  a safety deposit  box.
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In the Technology Center, we also evaluate photo gifts. We test all photo gifts to ensure
that  they  are  safe  and  do  not  contain  toxic  metals,  such  as  lead.  This  testing  is
particularly important since many of these products originate overseas, where safety
regulations may be less stringent.

Because photo gifts are meant to be used, we also evaluate fade resistance. Even
something as simple as a coffee cup represents your memories.

As you may be aware, Wall Prints are available in StoryBook Creator Plus. You have the
same flexibility when designing your Wall Prints as you have with StoryBooks. You can
also use the templates available on the Digital Center.

Wall Prints and Page Prints are produced on fade-resistant photographic paper. These
prints will last 10-20 years before noticeable change. Think about the possibilities – one
for the family room, one for the kids’ room, two for the grandparents, and one for the
garage. Well maybe not the garage; but I think you get the point. The more copies you
have of your photos, the more likely they are to be preserved.

Today’s quiz will be a closed book quiz, so please put away your handouts. You don’t
really have to do that.

1. StoryBooks will last…

A. For one year.

B. Twenty years.

C. At least one hundred years but who’s counting.

D. Until the Maple Leafs win the Stanley Cup.

The  answer  is  C.  Creative  Memories  8  x  8,  custom  cover  8½  x  11,  and  12  x  12
StoryBooks  are  designed  for  long-term  preservation.

2. The soft cover StoryBook is…

A. Printed on inexpensive newsprint that will yellow over time.

B. Designed to be discarded after looking at it

C. An ideal, inexpensive gift.

D. Creative Memories answer to the New York Times bestseller list

The answer is C. The soft cover StoryBook is an ideal, inexpensive gift. These books are
printed on the same system as the more expensive hard cover StoryBooks.

3. My Memory Archive Gold CDs will…

A. Tarnish and discolor over time.

B. Survive catastrophic loss or damage
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C. Preserve digital photos for generations

D. Turn into silver when the clock strikes midnight.

The answer again is C. What a coincidence. Gold CDs represent one way to preserve
digital photos for generations. We also recommend printed StoryBooks and traditional
albums.

4. To preserve photos, Creative Memories recommends…

A. Multiple StoryBooks

B. Multiple CDs

C. Multiple Wall Prints

D. All of the above.

And the answer of course is D. All of the above.

Thank you.
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Photo Books for Long-Term Preservation
Sunday, February 21, 2010
[This presentation was given at the Hardcover Binders International Spring Meeting, Los
Angeles, February 19, 2010]

Abstract

The future for photo books looks good. With the appropriate choice of materials and
production processes, photo books will preserve digital photos. All that is needed is to
define the relevant test methods and develop specific requirements. The result will be
improved photo books that better meet customer needs, further accelerating growth
within the photo book industry. Unfortunately, the photo book industry is fragmented and
many issues are highly controversial; consequently achieving consensus necessary for
standards development will take time.

Photo books meet all necessary requirements for photo preservation. We simply need to
ensure  that  this  message reaches  consumers.  Once consumers  understand these
benefits,  photo  books  will  achieve  their  true  market  potential.

The complete presentation is available as a PDF: 20100219_photo-books-for-long-term-
preservation_hbi-spring-meeting-1
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U.S. Navy DVD Study
Thursday, February 25, 2010
I  still  have  my  concerns  about  the  longevity  of  DVDs  (see  Recordable  DVD
recommendations); however, I  also recognize the need to preserve video and other
memories on optical discs. No system for storing digital files is without problems, and
relying solely on an external hard drive or similar system is not a good strategy. For this
reason, I generally recommend storing important video and other files on CDs or DVDs.

A recently released study, which lists specific manufacturers, provides some guidance on
using DVD to preserve digital files. In this study on Accelerated Life Cycle Comparison of
Millenniata Archival DVD, the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division found that the
Millenniata discs performed best under accelerated aging conditions. Millenniata discs,
which  are  not  compatible  with  standard  DVD recorders,  were  readable,  even after
relatively  harsh  test  conditions.

The study also found that Taiyo Yuden gold discs performed well, when compared to
other similar discs. Delkin and MAM-A gold DVDs had relatively poor initial recording
quality, while Mitsubishi and Verbatim gold DVDs performed poorly under accelerated
aging tests.

Millenniata DVDs are currently available only from their manufacturer, while Taiyo Yuden
gold DVDs are available from various suppliers. To locate these DVDs, search for Taiyo
Yuden Gold DVD on Google or another search engine.

The complete report is available – Download ChinaLakeMillenniataTestReport.
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More on U.S. Navy DVD Study and Millenniata
DVDs
Thursday, February 25, 2010
The U.S. Navy DVD Study used relatively severe conditions, including light, heat, and
humidity; consequently, the results may not reflect typical usage. I learned a number of
things from the study:

1. The quality of the DVD recorder is critical. Different drives of the same manufacturer
and model may perform quite differently.

2. The Taiyo Yuden discs seem achieved the best compromise between quality
recording and longevity among readily available discs. These factors frequently
work against each other, with discs that had the highest initial recording quality
having the lowest longevity.

3. The Millenniata discs performed significantly better than competition under severe
conditions. I would expect these discs to have better longevity, even under more
typical storage conditions.

Millenniata  discs  are  currently  available  but  relatively  expensive,  with  the recorder
available for about $800 and the discs costing $15/each. A standard DVD drive can be
used to read the discs. I would expect the price for the recorder and media to come down
as the market for these discs expands.
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Photo Quick Tip: Backup Your Image Files
Wednesday, March 03, 2010
Photo Quick Tip: Backup Your Image Files highlights the importance of backing up digital
photos and provides some useful tips on how to do it.
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Information Gives Photos Meaning
Tuesday, March 09, 2010
A Man Amplifier video that I recently uploaded to Youtube and Facebook illustrates the
importance of placing photos and videos in the proper context. I tagged the video with
dates, names, and locations. Yet, this information was clearly insufficient to understand
what was happening in the video.

The comment I received was “”Mark what is the purpose of this video, what is a Man
Amplifier? Does it have medical applications, or ???? *U* Kathleen” This comment is
direct and to the point.

The video was part of old movies I  recently had transfered from 8 mm to DVD (see
Recommendations). It shows a project that my father worked on in the early 1960s when
he was at  Cornell  Aeronautical  Laboratory.  This  system was designed to  allow an
average person to lift up to a thousand pounds and was a precursor to many robotic
systems that have since been developed. The primary application was for the military.
Similar machines are seen in various movies, including Avatar and Transformers.

Without more information, we frequently do not understand the significance of photos and
videos. Historical  details and specific information provide the context to understand
names, dates, and places.

This information is part of journaling and is the reason that time spent journaling is time
well  spent.  Journaling is  what  gives Creative Memories StoryBooks and traditional
albums the significance they have and is what makes today’s memories meaningful.
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Abuse Your Camera
Friday, March 12, 2010
No, not really; but a recent Photo Marketing Association article titled Whack It. Splash It.
Video It. highlights just how durable cameras have become. For more on camera abuse
see Digital Photography Review or What Digital Camera. With two small children, I can
certainly see the appeal of these cameras. How have you abused your camera?
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Brain Scans Can Read Memories
Tuesday, March 16, 2010

It’s  scary.  A recent  study has shown that  scientists can determine what people are
thinking about by looking at a brain scan. The subjects of this study were asked to view a
number of short films and then to think about the films. Current capabilities are relatively
limited, but I can only imagine how the technology to access memories that we all have
within us will evolve over the next few years. Until then, there is always the Creative
Memories StoryBook to preserve memories. For more details on the original study see
Traces of the Past: Computer Algorithm ‘Reads’ Memories.
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Memories Forever
Tuesday, March 16, 2010

The rate at which we create memories continues to expand. Computer hard drives are
now approaching the capacity of the human brain. How long can this growth continue?
See Memories [Forever].
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Facebook: Now With Larger Photos
Thursday, March 18, 2010
Facebook is now keeping all uploaded photos at 720 pixels for the longest dimension,
instead of 604 pixels. This 20% increase will improve the quality of Facebook photos,
allowing users to create better quality photos and projects from images uploaded to
Facebook.

This  increase  means  that  Facebook  photos  can  be  used  in  StoryBook  Creator  for
projects with photo openings up to 3″. Quality may be reduced if the longest dimension of
the photo is larger than 3″.

At Infotrends last year I learned that 70% of Facebook users do not realize that Facebook
saves only a low resolution photo. With the latest change, the resolution of a Facebook
photo is still reduced; it is just not reduced as much. For this reason, the original photo
will have the highest resolution and should be used whenever possible.
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Even the Brain Fails
Thursday, March 18, 2010

Even the brain fails at electronic storage. The printed page is clearly the best option for
preserving digital photos. For more details see Watch a Neuron Go Bad and the related
video A normal neuron and a mutated neuron develop side by side.
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Image Permanence Institute – Is it harmful to
display my ...
Tuesday, March 23, 2010

The March issue of Archival Advisor includes a detailed discussion on Is it harmful to
display my photos? Their solution: display your photos but place an additional copy in
your album. I would add to this recommendation use high quality albums or StoryBooks.
Low quality products, such as magentic albums, are not an effective solution.
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Stolen Memories
Wednesday, March 24, 2010

A recent article in the Toronto Sun Camera Thief Steals Memories details the sad story of
a couple who had their camera and all of their photos, including five additional memory
cards, stolen while they were in the hospital for the birth of their newborn son. I have two
recommendations based on this story:

1. Back-up all photos.
2. Do not keep the back-up with your camera.

Feel free to share your experiences here.
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Polaroid Film Now Available
Wednesday, March 31, 2010

Just when you though it was safe to write Polaroid film off to the annals of history, The
Impossible  Project  has  reintroduced  film  for  Polaroid  cameras.  At  this  time,  the
Impossible Project only produces black and white film, which is far easier to make than
color film. Film is $21.00 a pack.

So, dig through your closets and attics, find your old Polaroid camera, and renter the
world of analog photography. Rediscover the joy of not knowing what your photo looks
like until you see your final print.

Will this new film find a market? I don’t know, but I’d love to hear from anyone who has
used it.
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The Five Stages of Data Loss Grief
Wednesday, March 31, 2010
[Note: The links in this posting contain language that some people may find offensive.]

If you are familiar with the The Five Stages of Grief you will appreciate the somewhat
humerous comparison in The Five Stages of Data Loss Grief:

• Stage 1 Denial
• Stage 2 Anger
• Stage 3 Bargaining
• Stage 4 Depression
• Stage 5 Acceptance
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Creative Memories Introduces New Photo Panel
Sizes
Monday, April 12, 2010
From: Katherine McCauley

Sent: Wed 4/7/2010 9:56 AM
Subject: New Photo Panel Sizes Available in May

Wooooo hooooooo!!!!!

THANK YOU SO MUCH I HAVE BEEN NEEDING THESE FOR YEARS!!!!!

PLEASE THANK THE APPROPRIATE PEOPLE FOR THIS ADJUSTMENT IN OUR
PRODUCT LINE

HAPPY DANCE…HAPPY DANCE…HAPPY DANCE!!!

Katherine McCauley
Creative Memories Director and Digital Trainer

In May, Creative Memories is introducing several new Photo Panel sizes, including 8×8,
11×8.5, and 12×12. These sizes, which align with traditional scrapbook page sizes, allow
customers to display completed pages on their tables, desks, and walls. After all, the
value  of  a  single  photograph  is  in  the  completed  page,  which  includes  journaling,
embellishments and other memorabilia. Unlike a single photograph, the completed page
tells a story.

Photo Panels use dye sublimation to transfer color from a printed sheet to a high-gloss
receptor. These panels have a strong visual impact and call attention to the printed page.
Photo panels resist abrasion, stains, and fade. Like traditional photographs, photo panels
can be  expected  to  last  10-20  years  under  typical  home display  conditions  before
noticeable  color  change.
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With this change, we are introducing an improved color management system designed to
better maintain color consistency. We have also reduced in-house processing time to 1-3
days and improved product packaging.
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Photo Prints Remain a Vital Part of Digital
Photography
Monday, April 12, 2010
Film may go away, but it  looks like photo prints will  be with us for some time. More
information is available from Infotrends at Photo Prints Remain a Vital Part of Digital
Photography Ecosystem.
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Why Digital Preservation Is Important for
Everyone
Monday, April 12, 2010

The Library of Congress has recently released a video highlighting the issues behind
digital preservation. This video is located at Why Digital Preservation Is Important for
Everyone. A transcript of the video is also available.
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Facial Recognition
Monday, April 26, 2010

Facial recognition systems, which are present in cameras, software, and other products,
are suprisingly good at picking out faces; however, they can be fooled. More details are
available at How to Fool Face Recognition Systems With Make Up.
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Memory Cards
Tuesday, April 27, 2010

1. Reformat your memory cards, at least occasionally.
2. Using several smaller cards increases the chance that one will fail.
3. Memory cards can be very durable.

More details are available from PC World at Memory Card Questions Answered and
Taking Care of Your Camera’s Memory Card.
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Camera Survives Ocean Mishap
Tuesday, April 27, 2010

Here is an incredible tale about a camera recovered from the bottom of the Atlantic. I can
only hope I will be so lucky if I lose my camera. The complete story is at South African
Owners of Camera Found at Sea Traced.
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Transfer Video Tapes to Hard Drives
Wednesday, April 28, 2010

The April 14, 2010 NY Times recommends preserving video tapes by transferring them to
hard drives. “Along the way, I was crestfallen to discover that about 10 percent of the
tapes had stretches of garbled video. After only a few years, the tape itself was already
deteriorating; I was rescuing them just in time.” The complete story is located at Moving
Taped Past to Hard Drive Future.
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Hard Drives Are Not Dead
Wednesday, April 28, 2010

Capacity continues to improve and for many applications hard drives remain the best
option. See It’s 2010, and storage tech is still in flux for more predictions.
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Blog Posts
Wednesday, April 28, 2010
As some of you have noticed most of my blog posts are moving from Creative Memories
Blogs to my personal blog. This blog reflect my personal views and my involvement with
the imaging industry. It does not necessarily reflect Creative Memories’ views. If you have
any questions or comments please contact me directly. I have also added a subscription
button to this blog so that readers can receive email notification of new posts.
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New Photo Panel Sizes Delayed
Friday, April 30, 2010

New Photo Panels Sizes We recently announced that new Photo Panel sizes would be
coming May 1. Well, we have a few kinks to work out yet, so keep watching to find out
when the new sizes will be available. You should continue to offer the current sizes, and
remember that Photo Panels make great gifts for moms, dads, grads and EVERYONE!

More Details – Creative Memories is enhancing the Digital Center to improve the ordering
process.  These  changes  ensure  that  our  customers  will  have  the  best  possible
experience, and unfortunately, they have resulted in a delay to the Photo Panel launch.
We are currently assessing the impact of these changes and will launch the new Photo
Panel sizes as soon as possible. See Creative Memories Introduces New Photo Panel
Sizes for more information on the new sizes.
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Backup Your Photos Online
Friday, April 30, 2010

I recently received a message saying that Google Documents was now allowing all file
formats  to  be  stored  on  its  server.  The  price  seemed  reasonable:  free  for  1  GB,
$5.00/year for 20 GB, etc. After further investigation, I learned that Microsoft’s Windows
Live SkyDrive offers 25 GB for free, with the disadvantage that files must be 50MB or
less.

I have always recommended using multiple storage options and an online service would
be another way to ensure that my photos are not lost to hard drive crashes, etc.

Currently my photos are stored on my computer and on an external hard drive. I have
some CDs but am not currently transferring photos to these discs due to cost their low
capacity.

I know that there are other services: Mozy, Carbonite, and others will allow you to backup
your photos for about $5.00/month. I have never wanted to commit myself to an ongoing
maintenance fee and free or even $5.00/year seems a lot better than $5.00/month.

My plan is to initially store videos and StoryBooks on Google since these have relatively
large file sizes. My StoryBooks are about important events, and if I have these files I can
always reprint the pages. I am also concerned about saving videos since Youtube and
Facebook are not  preservation strategies,  and these videos are not  yet  part  of  my
StoryBooks.

I have included a poll with this posting and would love to know if you are using online
backup services and what your thoughts are.

Take Our Poll
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Floppy Disks Found Alive
Friday, April 30, 2010

I thought floppy disks were extinct until I read this article: 40 ways we still use floppy disks
.
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New Printer Paints Buildings
Tuesday, May 04, 2010

In the “What will they think of next next?” category, a new printer uses a paint ball gun to
paint artwork onto the sides of buildings. I will have to work on how to justify one of these
printers for new product development. Complete details are available at Inkjet Facade
Printer Confirms that Paintballs are the World’s Coolest Toner.
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U.S. Government Fails To Preserve Electronic
Records
Tuesday, May 18, 2010

No, this is not  an actual  headline but instead is the likely outcome of  this country’s
reliance on the Electronic Records Archive for preserving the nation’s history. My concern
stems from our  current  single-minded focus  on preserving  information  in  electonic
systems that must be actively managed, rather than systems that pasively preserve
records by storing them in a stable form under controlled conditions. We are chosing to
place our history in computer systems that are vulnerable to future budget cuts and
changing priorities.

Greece’s financial troubles are not so far from the problems the U.S. may face in the
future.  And if  financial  troubles  happen in,  how many resources will  be  devoted to
maintaining the systems storing electronic records? Exactly, and that is why the current
reliance on electronic records is potentially devestating to the nation’s history.

Personally, I would prefer to see electronic records preserved in printed form or at least
stored on a stable CD or DVD. These systems may not be the most convenient but they
would ensure future generations’ access to today’s information. Now, all I need to do is
figure out how we can sell Creative Memories StoryBooks to the U.S. government. Any
suggestions?
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Apple iPad Review
Tuesday, May 25, 2010

Over the past week I had a chance to use the Apple iPad. The iPad is great computer for
playing  games,  with  Scrabble  proving  to  be  particularly  addictive.  I  only  beat  the
computer once at Scrabble, but I felt really good about it. I also have iBridgeBaron on my
iPhone and would love to try it on the iPad.

The iPad is easy to carry and convenient. As an eBook reader or for quickly accessing
the web, it is ideal.

I  did  encounter  some  limitations  with  the  current  iPad  and  am looking  forward  to
improvements in the future. Version 4 of the iPhone operating system is expected this
summer.

The iPad does not currently include the ability to print. HP has an HP iPrint Photo 2.0
application for their printers, but printing should be included in the operating system and
available with all applications.

The basic ability to transfer photos and other files is limited, at least without the Apple
iPad Camera Connection Kit. I did not have this kit and had a difficult time getting photos
from my iPhone to the iPad. I downloaded a number of applications that are designed to
transfer photos to the iPad, including Camera for iPad, BlueCam, Photo Transfer, and
PhotoShare. The best I could come up with was to use PhotoShare to transfer photos
one at a time to the iPad via blue tooth.

Once I had my photos on the iPad, applications are also limited. I tried a number of
scrapbooking applications and was not able to find anything comparable to Creative
Memories’ StoryBook Creator. I really don’t like applications written for the iPhone that do
not effectively take advantage of the larger iPad screen.

The iPad, with its full-color display and touch screen, is useful and extremely intuitive.
Over time, I expect it to become an essential tool.
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New Photo Panel Sizes Will Launch June 1
Tuesday, June 01, 2010

The new 8×8, 8.5×11, and 12×12 Photo Panels will be launching June 1. The 5×7 Photo
Panel, which is perfect for displaying a single photo, will remain in the product line. If you
have ordered Photo Panels before, you will love the improvements to this product.

• Our new sizes align with our most popular StoryBook and Page Print sizes. Now
customers will be able to display their favorite pages anywhere.

• Our new color management system improves image quality and consistency from
Photo Panel to Photo Panel.

• Our new Photo Panels will preserve photos with improved light stability.
• StoryBook Creator Plus will include these Photo Panels as a project type.
• The Creative Memories Digital Center will have an improved customer interface for

an improved customer experience.
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Photo Panels Are Not All The Same
Thursday, June 03, 2010

Beginning June 1, Creative Memories completely changed the Photo Panel product line
in order to offer a unique product that is not available elsewhere. Photo Panels are
perfect for gift giving or for display around the house. They give new life to your favorite
digital project.

1. Our sizes now align with popular page sizes: 5×7, 8×8, 11×8.5, and 12×12.
2. We have implemented a new color management system to improve color

reproduction as well as to improve consistency.
3. We are using new, more stable colorants to produce Photo Panels, with predicted

lifetimes under average home lighting exceeding 50 years.
When creating a Photo Panel in StoryBook Creator, start with a new photo panel project
and select your size. Next, copy your favorite StoryBook page or Page Print into your
photo panel project. You can also start from scratch. Once your Photo Panel is compete,
upload it  to the Digital  Center and place your order.  I  placed the first  order and am
impressed with this product.
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The Library of Congress Preserves the Past;
Creative Memories Prese...
Thursday, June 10, 2010
I have visited the Library of Congress and toured their facilities for preserving books,
photos,  and  other  materials  several  times  in  the  past.  Unfortunately,  I  have  never
documented my trips there,  so I  was glad to locate Gallery:  Digitizing the past  and
present at the Library of Congress. In this article Rob Beschizza highlights the work that
goes on at the Library of Congress to preserve traditional and digital materials from the
past and present.

Beschizza describes equipment in use at the Library of Congress. The photo reproduced
here shows the use of x-rays to determine the elemental composition of a centuries old
book. I cannot help but to wonder if technicians several hundred years in the future will
be similarly analyzing today’s photo books. Unlike some other photo books in the market,
Creative Memories StoryBooks will survive this test of time.

This article documents the magnitude of the preservation problem, including the difficulty
associated  with  video  images  from  the  1970’s.  Beschizza  also  provides  useful
information  including  the  advice  to  avoid  sticky  labels  with  CDs  and  DVD.

If you have never seen the Library of Congress, or even if you have, I think you’ll enjoy
this tour.
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Preserving Your Digital Memories
Wednesday, June 16, 2010

The Library of Congress has released information on Personal Archiving as well as a
Personal Archiving Brochure that highlights the need to preserve your digital information.
It is relatively comprehensive and includes recommendations for digital photographs,
digital audio, digital video, electronic mail, personal digital records, and web sites. See
also Why Digital Preservation Is Important for Everyone
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Digital Imaging Now 50 Years Old
Tuesday, June 29, 2010

Digital imaging is now 50 years old, and interestingly enough the first digital image was a
baby photo. Russel Kirsh, who made the first digital image, is still working to improve
quality. See Digital Image Founder Smooths Out Pixels for the complete story.
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Steganography Hides Photos in Photos
Wednesday, June 30, 2010
The FBI recently reported that spies hid messages on public websites: FBI: Spies Hid
Secret  Messages  on  Public  Websites.  This  concept  of  hiding  information  is  called
steganography. Information is visible yet hidden. With this concept, one digital photo can
be used to hide another.

After reading about the Russian spies, I felt a need to give steganography a try. I’m sure
there are approaches, as well.

1. Download the free steganograpahy software available at Steganography 1.0 Build
12.

2. Load one bitmap image into Steganography
3. Add another image as a data file. This image can have any file format.
4. Save the resulting image.
5. The hidden image can be recovered with the same program that was used to create

it.

It  was  surprisingly  easy.  I  was  able  to  hide  one  digital  photo  in  another,  see
Steganography Test.bmp. Let me know if you are able to view the hidden image in this
photo.

Although it is not as interesting, steganography is also used to hide copyright information
in digital photos.
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Family Tree Magazine Shows How To Protect
Digital Photos
Thursday, July 01, 2010

Sunny McClellan Morton shows how to protect your cherished digital photos and how to
back them up properly in the September 2010 issue of Family Tree Magazine. It features
an interview with Mark Mizen Creative Memories, director of digital development. More
details are available at September 2010 Family Archivist and A Consumer Guide to
Recordable CDs and DVDs.
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New Digital Photo App Charges for Film!
Thursday, July 08, 2010

Tired of an endless supply of digital images? Miss running out of film in the middle of your
vacation? A new photo application for the iPhone will  solve your problems. Lomora,
available for $1.99, charges $0.99 for each roll of 36 digital photos. I only wish I had
come up with this application. Somebody is a genius.
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Total Recall Preserves Memories
Monday, August 02, 2010

Total Recall: How the E-Memory Revolution Will Change Everything by Gordon Bell and
Jim Gemmell describes the coming revolution in preserving memories. With camcorders,
digital cameras, audio recorders, cell phones, scanners, GPS systems , and various
additional  sensors  we  can  literally  preserve  everything  about  our  lives,  from  the
conversations  we  have  to  the  people  we  meet  to  the  web  pages  we  visit.

“Humans have a natural propensity for recording life. Just look at all the people walking
around with cameras and video cams. You’d be hard-pressed to find a home without
photo albums, home movies, scrapbooks, and momentos. The one thing many people
would be sure to rescue from the flames of a burning home would be their photo albums.
We love to reminisce, and if you think of all the photos and home movies taken, it seems
we enjoy enhanced reminiscence: not just remembering but also hearing and seeing
recordings or  artifacts from the past.  A few of  us go beyond confining ourselves to
recordings and objects, and actually edit movies or create scrapbooks with captions and
artistic layout. Some even take classes from companies like Creative Memories to learn
to do better. The rest of us envy them the time and talent to produce such compelling
stories.”

Total Recall highlights the benefits of preserving your electronic record, and while the
authors may have an unrealistic expectation that this record will survive for generations,
the immediate gain is clear. With total recall, we would no longer have to rely on our
memories to recall everything from important events to trivial details. Instead, we would
have an actual record of what really happened. Whether that is good or bad, I will leave
to you to decide.
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Reason #367 to carry your camera: alligators
Tuesday, August 24, 2010

This story on Why You Should Always Carry A Cameraphone is almost too good to be
true, and I am not sure I believe it. Joyce Hackett captured an alligator crawling out of the
New York City sewers with her camera phone.

Last week I was in Florida, where it is much easier to find alligators. Hopefully, you won’t
encounter this fellow up close. However, the advice remains the same. Be prepared and
bring your camera – you never know when you might encounter an alligator.
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Four things not to do while taking photos
Thursday, August 26, 2010

 Here are some good ideas from a recent New York Times article:

1. Do not back up when taking photos at the Grand Canyon.
2. Do not stand in front of a one-ton wild buffalo and then move in closer to get a better

shot.
3. Do not place your child on the wild buffalo for a photo
4. Do not do stupid things and then expect to be rescued.

It’s amazing the things people will do in the wilderness, assuming technology will take
care of them. See Technology Leads More Park Visitors Into Trouble and The Most
Dangerous Threat to U.S. National Parks: Idiots Armed with the Latest Gadgets for more
details.
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Carnival Botches Formal Night Photos
Tuesday, August 31, 2010

Formal Night (Overexposed)

Earlier this month, I had the opportunity to take a four-day cruise on Carnival. We cruised
from Miami to Key West to Cozumel and then back to Miami. The cruise was great,
except for the photographers, who apparently have no idea how to shoot formal photos.
The photos were washed out to the point that the fancy tuxedo shirts that our kids were
wearing were nearly indistinguishable from a plain white tee-shirt.  A cruise line that
shoots many thousands of formal photos should be able to get the exposure right.
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Formal Night (Correctly Exposed)

Here is how to do it:

1. If your camera has a “flashing highlights” feature, use it. This feature will show flashing
highlights if parts of your photo are overexposed.

2. Look at the image. If no details are not present on the display, they will not be there
when you try to print. Zooming in on the image may help you see if important details are
lost.

3. Use the exposure compensation setting. Typically setting exposure compensation to -1
will bring highlight details into the camera’s range. You may need to experiment with the
exact setting required.

If you are going on a cruise, feel free to print these instructions and hand them to the
photographer. You may be able to avoid the situation that happened to me.
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Note to Carnival: If a customer indicates they are not happy with your photographs do not
tell them they will just have to accept them. Try asking, “What can we do to help you?” or
“How can we make things right?” When I left, I was not pleased with my photographs; yet,
I was told that Carnival had done everything that could be done. Even a simple step, like
refunding my money for the expensive, poorly exposed photos, would have made the
situation better.
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Creative Memories Launches New Greeting
Cards
Friday, September 03, 2010

Creative Memories has now recognized that greeting cards are more than a 4×8 photo
dropped in a white envelope. We now have a full line, including folded 5×7 cards and two
styles of accordion cards. These cards are printed on the same great paper we use for
our calendars and are perfect for all occasions. They include your choice of envelope
color so feel free to indulge yourself. Use one of the free designs on the Digital Center or
design your own with StoryBook Creator. The 5×7 cards are sold in boxes of ten for
$24.95 and 20 for $44.95, while the accordion cards are sold in packs of one for $3.95 or
three for $9.95. The current top seller is the 4×4 five-panel accordion, although I suspect
that may change as the holidays approach. Also check out the official Creative Memories
blog: Check out these non-cheesy cards.
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The Most Impressive Camera at Photokina
Friday, September 24, 2010

I had a chance to use the Casio Exilim EX-ZR10 yesterday, and I was impressed. This
camera will not be released until December, but it is worth checking out if you are looking
for a new camera this Christmas. Here’s what impressed me about this compact camera:

1. Automatic high dynamic range (HDR), which allows it to automatically combine
several photos, eliminating washed out skies or dark shadows.

2. Artistic HDR, which produces artistic effects without the need for additional software
and image processing.

3. High definition and high-speed movie modes.
4. Burst shooting that takes a series of up to 30 photos so that you get exactly the right

shot.
The only feature that appeared to be missing was integrated GPS that would tag photos
with location. Exact pricing was not available but it sounds like it will be under $400.

More detailed specifications and reviews are available: Casio introduces Exilim EX-ZR10
with back-illuminated sensor; Casio ZR10: Speedy compact features BSI CMOS sensor.
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iPhone Photos Top Digital Camera
Saturday, September 25, 2010

iPhone Photo

Digital Camera Photo

Most  cameras,  including  digital  SLRs,  do  not  have the  high  dynamic  range (HDR)
capability. This feature, which is included in the recently reviewed Casio Exilim ZR-10,
gives cameras the ability to combine multiple photos to produce one perfectly exposed
photo that includes detail in the sky and the shadows. A similar feature is available with
the iPhone through third-party apps, including Pro HDR.

The photo of the Cologne Cathedral above and to the left was taken with my iPhone. The
photo below and to the right was taken with a digital camera that does not include HDR.
Which do you prefer? The digital camera photo may have more detail, but the iPhone is
far more dramatic. More dramatic wins every time.
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There are certainly situations, such as low light, when the digital camera will win every
tim, but in this example where there is plenty of light, the iPhone comes out on top.

I recognize that there are special programs available for the PC or Mac that use special
algorithms to combine multiple photos. The problem is that these programs require you to
shoot multiple photos to begin with and then require a computer process to combine the
photos. Not many people are willing to go through this amount of effort. The iPhone , on
the other hand, is simple and easy-to-use, and it automatically does the work for you.
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Editing the Scrapbooking Entry on Wikipedia
Thursday, October 21, 2010

I just finished reading The Wikipeda Revolution by Andrew Lih. I enjoyed the book and
learned quite a bit about how Wikipedia became the force it is today.

I decided to give editing Wikipedia a try. I signed up for an account with the username
allaboutimages and started with the article on Scrapbooking. I added a reference to the
International  Organization  for  Standardization  (ISO)  18902  standard  that  details
requirements  for  photo-safety,  made  a  few  clarifications,  and  removed  a  blatant
commercial  reference.

I am still frustrated with the article. The historical section is very limited and omits many
early  developments,  as well  as  scrapbooking before the 15th century  entirely.  The
scrapbooking as a business section is dated and does not do a good job of putting the
industry into perspective.

If  I  get  more  time,  I  may  make  another  attempt  to  revise  this  article.  Until  then,  I
encourage  others  to  take  a  look  and  consider  editing  it  themselves.
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Creating a 2-Page Layout with StoryBook Creator
Tuesday, November 16, 2010
[I prepared these instructions for the Creative Memories incentive trip to San Diego.]

Here’s  how to  stretch  a  photo  across  two  pages  with  StoryBook  Creator  Plus  3.0
software:

1. Select a photo for your 2-page layout, being sure to avoid a photo that has a face or
other important item in the center of the page. Add this photo to your left page.

2. To adjust the position and size of the photo on this left-hand page, right-click on the
photo and choose Properties, then choose Size and Location. Enter in “0” for the
Left position, and set the width as the “Horizontal Image Size” for the size of
StoryBook you’re creating (see chart below). The Top position is unimportant, as
long as it is the same for both pages.

3. If you see a yellow warning triangle, the photo may not print satisfactorily. The
recommended minimum camera sensor sizes are listed above. As always, we
suggest you leave your camera set at its highest quality.

4. Next click on the right-hand page and choose to Save your changes for the left-hand
page.

5. Add the photo you are using to the right-hand page. Be sure you have “Show All
Photos” selected in the Photo Panel.

6. Using the same top positioning as before, enter the appropriate Left and Width
numbers according to the chart below.
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Printers Expand Into New Product Areas
Wednesday, November 17, 2010

Printers print newspapers, magazines, books, and other similar products. Two articles
have recently convinced me just how limiting this statement is and that I should expand
my view of what is possible. A recent report on The World’s First 3D-Printed Car made
me wonder why needed the big automobile manufacturers.  We just  need more 3D-
Printers. I think for my first project I will print out a snow blower, since I live in Minnesota.

Another report describes Orbiting 3D-Printers Could Print Out New Space Stations. This
printer sounds like just the item for my home office.

These articles have made me realize that I do not need to buy more stuff. I just need a 3-
D printer. With this printer, I could print out everything I need and probably even some
stuff I don’t need, as well. What do you think? What would you print, if you could?
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Digital Photos Reveal Private Details
Wednesday, November 17, 2010
I had never given it much thought, but we should all be aware that digital photos may
contain location information that we may not want everyone to see. Camera phones add
this information, which is stored along with the photos. Photo organization programs may
also add information to the photos.

The information stored with photos is called metadata. Some online sites, including Flickr
and Picasa, keep it with the original photo; others, such as Facebook, remove it.

Keep this data in mind the next time the next time you post photos of your priceless
artwork, your gold coin collection, or even photos of your kids. After all, you may not want
everyone to have this information. CNN recently highlighted this concern with Digital
photos can reveal your location, raise privacy fears.

To  view  metadata  I  use  a  free  tool,  exiftool.  This  program  tells  me  exactly  what
information  is  included  with  a  digital  photo.  Other  programs  are  also  available.
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Have a Cheerful Christmas!
Tuesday, November 30, 2010

I  have finished designing my Christmas card for the year and none of  the standard
templates seemed appropriate. They were either too cute or too solemn. Here’s how I
resolved my problem. I used the Just for Fun 5×7 Portrait Card, removed the Cheers! in
StoryBook Creator Plus, and then added Seasons Greetings from the Cheerful Christmas
Digital  Additions package.  Now, I  have a truly  unique Christmas card.  Have a very
cheerful  Christmas!

By the way, the Creative Memories card sale ends today.
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Impossible Colors
Monday, December 20, 2010

It is hard enough to print real colors correctly, and now we have impossible colors. This
blue-yellow diagram illustrates the effect. Simply move close enough to your computer
screen so that the two crosses overlap. You will see a really wierd shade of blue-yellow.
More details are available at Train Yourself to See Impossible Colors.
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The Economics of Photo Books
Monday, December 20, 2010

I recently completed a 46 page StoryBook. This StoryBook contained 305 photos, plus
one on the cover. I counted them. Each page contained from one to ten photos. The price
for the 8×8 soft-cover book was $57.45, including the cost of the extra pages. This price
works out to $0.19/photo, including complete descriptions for every event and activity. To
me it was a bargain, and it would have been a bargain even if I had decided to spend an
additional $12.00 for the hard-cover version.
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R.I.P. Kodachrome
Monday, January 03, 2011

Now that it is 2011, Kodachrome processing is no longer available. The last processing
lab, Dwayne’s Photo in Kansas, has processed its last roll. See For Kodachrome Fans,
Road Ends at Photo Lab in Kansas and The Last Roll of Kodachrome Film Ever Will Be
Developed Today for more details.

Personally, I used a lot of Kodachrome before digital, including Kodachrome 120. I still
like looking at these photos; however, I haven’t used a roll of film in the last eight years.

Now the only question is how long other slide and negative films will remain available. I
am voting for 2013 for the end of consumer color negative film.
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Scrapbook photo albums are therapeutic for
Alzheimer’s pa...
Wednesday, January 26, 2011

I am making available a publication on using photo books and scrapbooks when working
with Alzheimer’s patients. I originally prepared this information for Creative Memories as
part of Creative Memories’ Time for Triumph campaign. While this campaign is no longer
active, this publication contains useful information that will assist Creative Memories
Consultants and others as they work with patients suffering from Alzheimer’s Disease.
The complete publication is available at Scrapbook photo albums are therapeutic for
Alzheimer’s patients.

Note: The link in this publication to the original document is no longer active. Please use
the link given above.
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A Consumer Guide to Recordable CDs and
DVDs
Wednesday, January 26, 2011

I am making available a publication on Recordable CDs and DVDs. This information
highlights the importance of preserving digital image files. While this publication was
originally  prepared  in  2008,  much  of  the  information  is  still  current.  The  complete
publication  is  available  at  A  Consumer  Guide  to  Recordable  CDs  and  DVDs.

[Note: The links in this publication were updated on February 14, 2011.]
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A Creative Memories Guide to ISO 18902
Thursday, January 27, 2011

I  compiled  the  Creative  Memories  Guide  to  ISO 18902 to  help  Creative  Memories
Consultants and customers understand the technical issues associated with photo safety.
The complete guide is available at A Creative Memories Guide to ISO 18902

[Note: The links given in the guide were updated on February 14, 2011.]
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The Creative Memories Dictionary
Thursday, January 27, 2011

This dictionary provides definitions for  word commonly used to describe digital  and
traditional  products.  The complete dictionary is available at  The Creative Memories
Dictionary.

[Note: The links in this publication were updated on February 14, 2011.]
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New 4xD Book Card
Tuesday, February 01, 2011

The Creative Memories 4xD Book Card is now available. This card takes advantage of
our ability to produce high-quality soft cover books in a new exciting format.

With 10 pages, this card is easy to complete in a single session. It  comes with your
choice of envelopes and is the perfect gift  at$9.95.

This card shows the new Valentine 4xD Book Card template,  which is available for
StoryBook Creator at  Creative Memories.
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The Recovery of Water-Damaged Traditional and
Digital Prints
Tuesday, February 01, 2011

Every year I hear from Creative Memories Consultants and their customers who have lost
photos in floods and other disasters. Disasters can happen to anyone. A Consumer
Guide for the Recovery of Water-Damaged Traditional and Digital Prints, which was
prepared by the Image Permanence Institute, provides general guidelines on how to best
deal with water damage.

Note: The links in this publication were updated on February 15, 2011.
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Metal Photo Panels Are Here
Tuesday, February 01, 2011

Creative Memories is now offering Metal Photo Panels. These photo panels leverage our
high-quality production process to produce a unique product well-suited for the display of
digital photos. Metal Photo Panels have a metallic appearance that draws attention to the
photos. Like our Photo Panels, the images on Metal Photo Panels are sharper and more
stable than similar products that may be available from other companies.

To create a Metal Photo Panel, use StoryBook Creator to make your Photo Panel. Once
you have uploaded the Photo Panel, go to the My Photo Panels tab and place an order.

For more details on the original Photo Panels, which remain available, see Photo Panels
Are Not All The Same.
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My Recovery from a Hard Disk Drive Crash
Wednesday, February 09, 2011
The hard disk drive on my computer crashed yesterday. I should have known it was
coming. I had been fighting a full hard disk for the past couple months, deleting enough
files each time I  received an error  message to continue on.  I  also knew I  would be
upgrading from Windows XP to Windows 7 in a few weeks, and I thought I could just get
by.

Yesterday morning my computer refused to boot-up. Nothing I could do or say would get
past the blue screen of death. Even our IT department was unable to initially access my
files. Fortunately, they had access to a number of tools which they were able to use last
night to recover my files. The two tools they used were Microsoft CHKDSK and SpinRite.
I will  certainly keep SpinRite in mind if  I  have future hard disk drive problems, and I
cannot recommend it highly enough.

I had all of my photos and most of my other files backed-up. The problem was that I had
not backed-up the files I had been working on over the past couple of weeks, including a
talk I am presenting next week. The lesson that I learned is to make sure that current files
are backed-up, as well. After all,  these are probably the files I need most. I am also
planning  to  deal  with  a  full  hard  disk  immediately,  rather  than  taking  the  band-aid
approach  that  I  used  this  time.
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Imaging Chemistry in the New World of Digital
Photography
Wednesday, February 23, 2011
[This publication is based on a presentation given at the Twin Cities section meeting of
the American Chemical Society, February 15, 2011. It includes the presentation and the
quiz]

Abstract – Over the past decade, photography has evolved from traditional light-sensitive
silver  halide  emulsions  to  a  variety  of  digital  technologies,  including  inkjet,  dye
sublimation, and electrophotography. The transition to digital photography has led many
new products, including customized photo books and other gifts. The production of these
products relies on combinations of three or more colorants, including cyan, magenta, and
yellow, with the exact combination dependent on the product requirements.

Stability and image quality of photographic products depend on the chemistry of the
underlying materials. Heat, humidity, air pollution, and light exposure control how long
specific products will last. Photo gifts must also be durable and abrasion resistant. This
presentation will highlight the significance of imaging chemistry and the resulting product
performance in the new world of digital photography.

Presentation – The complete presentation is available at Imaging Chemistry in the New
World of Digital Photography.
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Add Voice Recordings with TalkingTag
Tuesday, March 01, 2011

TalkingTag(TM) Memory Labels are now available from Creative Memories and for a
limited time the App is free for the iPhone. Talking Tags are 2D bar codes that allow you
to  easily  add sound recordings  to  StoryBooks  and other  products.  Here’s  how the
technology works and why it is the ideal way to preserve songs, sounds, and descriptions
of special events.

TalkingTags rely  on  your  smart  phone,  but  the  recordings  don’t  remain  there.  The
TalkingTag  application  transfers  your  recording  to  the  internet,  where  it  is  always
available. Consequently, even if you lose your phone or replace it with a newer model
you will not loose you recordings. Similarly, any smart phone can access a TalkingTag
project that is given as a gift.

TalkingTag  technology  also  works  with  Android  and  Blackberry.  Check  out
talkingtag.com/software  for  more  information  on  compatible  phones.
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Talking Tag Free App and Video
Tuesday, March 08, 2011
Talking Tag Memory Labels allow smart phones to record and preserve memories. The
app is available for free on iTunes for a limited time. Download the app at talkingtag.mobi
from  your  smart  phone  or  see  the  video  at  TalkingTag  Memory  Labels-  Creative
Memories. More information is also available at Add Voice Recordings with TalkingTag
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Invisible Ink for Inkjet Printers
Thursday, April 07, 2011

Invisible ink is for those thoughts that you really don’t want to share. Simply replace the
color ink in your inkjet printer with lemon juice.See How-To for Secret Agents: Invisible
Ink Printer Mod for complete instructions. What will HP, Epson, or Lexmark say about
their warranty now?
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Who Actually Sees Photos on Facebook
Friday, April 08, 2011

I  simply do not understand which posts Facebook decides to show and which posts
remain hidden. Sometimes Facebook even decides that no more posts are available,
when they clearly should be.

I recently received an Invitation telling me that I needed to click on the arrow next to most
recent and then select “Edit Options,” click on “Show Posts From,” and then change the
settings to “All Of Your Friends and Pages.”

Can the situation get any more confusing? Why doesn’t Facebook use a form with simple
check boxes to control what is seen and what is hidden. Ah, there I go again — trying to
make sense of Facebook.
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Who invented printing?
Tuesday, April 19, 2011

Why do we credit Gutenberg, who lived from 1398 to 1468, with the invention of movable
type, when this innovation was known in China by the 11th century and in Korea in the
13th century? See History of Printing in East Asia. We ought to get the basic historical
facts correct; yet I,  along with many others, was taught that Gutenberg invented the
technology behind modern printing.

The Man Who Loved China by Simon Winchester provides an insightful look into how
many innovations developed in China much earlier than previously thought. I now realize
that many facts that I had thought were correct, such as Gutenberg’s invention, were far
from the truth.

When I get a chance, I am going to revise Gutenberg’s entry in Wikipedia.
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The Write Pen for StoryBooks, Cards, and
Calendars
Tuesday, May 03, 2011
Creative Memories digital products now include a black pen that is designed to write on
glossy  paper.  With  this  pen,  which  was  introduced  May  1,  anyone  can  easily  add
personalized text and other information to completed StoryBooks. This pen uses quick-
drying ink to minimize smearing and also works with cards, calendars, mouse pads, and
Matte Page Prints.

The StoryBook Pen sells for $3.75 but is available free with the purchase of a hard cover
StoryBook, including the new Premium Leather StoryBook, during the months of May and
June.

Let me know if you would like to see additional colors.
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Quality Photo Books
Monday, May 16, 2011
Why is it so hard to sell quality photo books? This question came up at the Hardcover
Binders International meeting I attended this weekend, and I do not know the answer. In
every  survey  I  have  seen,  customers  say  that  photo  books  are  preserving  their
memories. They have replaced the 4×6 prints of yesteryear. I have yet to see one person
rate low quality as an attribute they are looking for. Yet, consumers are sending that
message to photo book manufacturers by purchasing books at the lowest possible price.

The worst books I have seen are produced on site at local camera stores. These books
contain low quality bindings that are destined to fall apart over time. I met one bookbinder
who stated that he really liked low quality photo books, since he gets business rebinding
them after they fall apart. Local stores simply cannot afford the equipment required for
quality books.

Many internet services are not much better. These companies take money from one
customer and by the time the book falls apart, they have moved on. The worst culprit
here is hot melt adhesives. Yes, these adhesives are low cost and easy to use, but they
are simply not reliable. One ISO standard for bookbinding even specifically precludes
their use, since they have poor permanence.
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ISO Standards for Photo Books
Friday, June 03, 2011

At this time, no ISO standards exist specifically for photo books. The best we can do is
follow existing  standards  and then  make modifications  when required.  At  Creative
Memories, we use ISO 11800 Requirements for binding materials and methods used in
the manufacture of books whenever possible.  This standard provides guidelines for
methods and materials necessary to produce durable, long-lasting books. Among its
requirements, ISO 11800 prohibits the use of hot-melt adhesives that are commonly used
in low-cost binding systems. At Creative Memories, we take longevity and durability
seriously and do not use these materials. Many other standards also give requirements
and test methods for producing high-quality books.

I recently summarized relevant standards in a presentation on Photo Book Standards and
Requirements, which was given at the spring meeting of Hardcover Binders International
in Quebec City. This information is intended to help develop ISO standards for photo
books that allow everyone to more tell the difference between high-quality and poorly
manufactured photo books.
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Watch Your Edges
Friday, June 03, 2011

Digital  photo  products,  including  StoryBooks  and  Photo  Panels,  have  production
tolerances. At Creative Memories this tolerance is about 1/16″. What this means is that
any design element, text or portion of a photo that is within 1/16″ from the edge, either
inside or outside, may or may not appear in the final product. Production tolerances may
also cause small variations in individual products when multiples are ordered or when the
same product is ordered at different times.

To be safe, I recommend keeping all text and photos at least 1/8″ away from the edge of
your project. In addition, check your project carefully within StoryBook Creator (use Trim
View)  and  on  the  Digital  Center  before  placing  your  order.  Finally,  remember  that
production tolerances may cause the final  product to vary slightly from the preview.
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Tour the Kodak Underground Archives
Tuesday, June 14, 2011

At the ISO standards meeting in Rochester, I  had a chance to see the underground
camera archives at the Eastman House. All of Kodak’s cameras, including many cameras
that were never mass produced, are stored here. The Eastman house also has unique
cameras from many other manufacturers.

Early digital cameras highlight how far the industry has come in a short time. The large
case to the left served as a “flash drive” for this early Nikon camera – not exactly my
definition of portable. Now, my cell phone has a greater storage capacity.
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This early consumer camera appears to have the sophistication of an 8-track tape player;
yet for its time was quite advanced. I have a hard time imagining paying nearly $1000 for
this camera, although I am sure it appeared quite reasonable when it was introduced. It
even had a flash!

I hadn’t thought about it, but many of these early cameras require a computer from the
same era to function; consequently, the Eastman House must also maintain computers
with old versions of the Microsoft and Apple operating systems.

 This QuickTake 100 camera is designed for the Macintosh computer. This camera may
be the great grandfather of the iPhone I am using to take these photos.

The Eastman House has many, many cameras and I could not possibly see them all. I
did have a chance to see some of the more unique items in its collection.
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This camera was designed for news organizations. It held three rolls of film: black and
white, color, and slide film. The photographer rotated the back to change the type of film.
I will think of this camera the next time I click on convert to black and white when editing
my photos. By the way, I think slide film is still available. I am less clear on why anyone
would still  use it,  given the computer screens and video projectors that  are literally
everywhere.

An early television camera illustrates how far video technology has come. I would like to
see a quality comparison between this camera and the latest flip or cell phone video. I
doubt that youtube was in the minds of the people who developed this camera; yet, that
is how technology has evolved. Today, anyone with internet access can easily produce
their own TV show. Internet video would not exist if video cameras had remained the
same size as this model. I cannot imagine trying to position one of these cameras on top
of my computer monitor.
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Some of  the  early  Kodak  cameras  were  quite  elegant.  Kodak  engaged  prominent
industrial designers to produce this art deco design and other designs that were a far cry
from the early box cameras. Apparently the model shown here is considered quite rare,
so if you have one lying around you may want to list it on ebay.

High-end  early  cameras  were  works  of  art.  Large  cameras  were  designed  to  take
advantage of larger film sizes. Smaller pocket cameras were designed for portability,
although they still required extremely large pockets. The bellows mechanism for these
cameras still functions well.

Other cameras were designed with the mass market in mind. These cameras included
the Instamatic and the disc cameras. 25 million disc cameras were sold between 1982
and 1989; yet the product was not well accepted due to poor image quality. Disc film was
discontinued in 1999 and is no longer available.
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Finally, Disney was represented with Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck cameras. After all,
we can’t forget that photos should be fun.
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Leather that Lasts a Lifetime
Friday, June 17, 2011

On May 1, Creative Memories introduced the Leather Premium StoryBook. This photo
book contains  double-weight,  lay-flat  pages and has  a  genuine leather  cover.  The
stitched leather  cover  makes the book special.  The Leather  Premium StoryBook is
available as a standard book and with  a window.

The leather cover is genuine leather, not bonded leather or artificial leather. Bonded
leather contains small leather particles in a synthetic binder. Artificial leather includes
leatherette, faux leather, and pleather. It is made from paper or plastic textured to look
like leather, but does not actually contain leather. Only genuine leather has the look, feel
and durability of real leather.

The  leather  used  in  the  Leather  Premium  StoryBook  is  chrome  tanned  to  ensure
durability. Unlike many other tanning processes, chrome tanning provides durability and
protects against air pollution. Chrome tanning also avoids the high acidity associated with
some other tanning processes.

Finally,  the leather for these StoryBooks is coated with a protective layer to protect
against accidental  spills and damage.

Not all leather photo books are identical. Many books that are available are not made
with genuine leather. Others are far more expensive and available only from professional
photographers. Only with the Creative Memories Leather Premium StoryBook do you get
the value of a high-quality genuine leather photo book at an affordable price.

Caring for your Leather Premium StoryBook

• Avoid areas where the humidity is either too low or too high, such as attics or
basements. Humidity above 75% can cause mold growth and swelling. Humidity
below 25% can cause shrinkage. Extreme dryness, heat, and changes of
temperature and humidity can cause warping, stress fractures, and cracking.

• Our Leather Premium StoryBooks are manufactured with a protective coating. The
leather requires no conditioners or other treatments. Should your album cover
require cleaning, use a mild soap with a damp cloth. Avoid abrasive cleaners.
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The Printed Copy Perseveres
Monday, June 20, 2011

I have been completing digital pages since 2001, long before Creative Memories started
selling StoryBook Creator. For several years, I used the now obsolete Aunt Abigail to
create digital pages. The features of this program are rudimentary by today’s standards,
but at the time they were quite advanced. This program never sold well, selling less than
1000 copies, and support was discontinued quite some time ago.

Recently, I tried to locate the digital files for my early album pages and was dismayed to
learn that 2002-2004 no longer existed on my computer. I do not know what happened,
perhaps  these  files  disappeared  during  the  Windows  7  migration,  perhaps  they
disappeared  earlier.

I  wanted  to  recover  these  files,  and  ideally,  I  wanted  them in  a  form  I  could  use.
Fortunately,  I  had  printed  copies,  and  I  had  access  to  a  scanner.  I  scanned  the
completed  pages  and  had  my  digital  albums  back.

The scanned pages may or may not be as good as the original files. I cannot tell. I am
glad to have them, since I did not have the time and energy to recreate these pages
digitally. If I had not had the printed copies, I would have been “out of luck.”

I have now stored these files in standard TIF and PDF file formats in two locations, so
hopefully, I will not lose them again. In addition, since they are now in a standard file
format, I can easily import them into my StoryBook Creator projects, something I could
not easily do when they were stored in a proprietary format.
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The Importance of Touch
Friday, June 24, 2011

In Leather that Lasts a Lifetime I detailed the features of the new Creative Memories
Leather Premium StoryBook. I neglected to include one, less quantifiable feature, touch.
Nothing replaces the feeling of touch. Rubbing your hands across a fine leather book
feels good.

If you haven’t had a chance to feel the Leather Premium StoryBook, find someone who
has already  made one and ask  to  touch  it.  I  will  also  make sure  that  samples  are
available  at  upcoming Creative  Memories  events.
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All About Images Now Part of Alltop
Friday, June 24, 2011
Alltop provides comprehensive summaries of blogs and web sites for various topics,
including  photography,  and  it  now includes  the  All  About  Images  blog.  Check  out
photography.alltop.com for  more  information,  including  the  articles  from this  blog.
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Completed projects with smaller books.
Thursday, June 30, 2011

A partially completed project that languishes on your hard drive doesn’t do you or anyone
else any good. Smaller projects can be more easily created, completed, and shared. For
that reason Creative Memories offers the 4xD Book Card. This book is only 10 pages
long. It is manufactured with high-quality permanent adhesive and comes with its own
envelope so that it can be easily shared. Finally, pricing is reasonable at only $9.95.

With ten photos, plus two for the cover you can easily complete a 4xD Book Card. No
additional work required. have a completed project.  Similarly, if  you have a partially
completed 11×8.5 or 7×5 StoryBook you can copy ten pages into a 4xD Book Card,
resize the pages, and voilà, you have a completed project. More information on the 4xD
Book Card is available at the Creative Memories Digital Center.
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Digital Trickery and Photo Manipulation
Monday, July 11, 2011

In  1982 when digital  imaging was relatively  new,  National  Geographics  moved the
pyramids. The actual location of the pyramids did not fit well with the vertical layout of the
National Geographics cover. National Geographics was chastised for their decision, and
most of the media learned a lesson in digital integrity.

Unfortunately, CBS was sleeping during this controversy. This July 4, CBS Television
moved the Boston fireworks, justifying their handiwork as entertainment (see Boston gets
a nonreality show and Faked fireworks scenes disturbing). When I lived in Cambridge, I
enjoyed Boston’s fireworks and never felt that the show needed to be digitally altered to
suit my needs for entertainment.

Digital photography is a powerful tool but when the media manipulates images and then
presents them as reality, we have a problem. I only hope CBS learns that entertainment
is not a justifiable reason for digital manipulation.
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Now, I have a confession to make. The photographer at my wedding was lousy. He had
little foresight and seemed oblivious to distracting backgrounds. Consequently, I edited
these photos so that they better reflected my memory of the events when creating my
wedding photo book.

For example, in this photo I removed two vans, cleaning up an otherwise distracting
backround.  Was it  right? I  am not  sure,  but  I  know that  I  am not  trying to  pass my
wedding photographs off  to  the public  as something they are not.
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Edible Album Pages
Friday, July 15, 2011

A new printer  prints with chocolate (see Worlds First  3-D Chocolate Printer).  White
chocolate can be colored to produce full color images. We can now create edible album
pages, edible photo books, and edible cards. Share your memories and then eat them. I
need to get one of these printers.
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Convert All Photos to JPG or TIF
Sunday, August 14, 2011

I spent part of last week recovering old photos that I had taken while in Europe. In the
process, I learned an important lesson. Convert all photos to JPG or TIF, if they are not
already in that form. The photos I had were in the Kodak Photo CD format, actually Pro
Photo CD, which has become obsolete.

I could not load the photos, and I wanted to use them for a project I was using. My first
attempt was to download the free program Irfanview. I had partial success and was able
to retrieve my images; however, they were not at the highest resolution.

After this attempt, I  ran a search on Google and learned that Adobe Photoshop had
dropped support for Photo CD with the last several versions and it was not clear how to
add support to the most recent CS5 version. After some hunting, I was able to locate a
couple of old CDs, which allowed me to install and activate Photoshop CS1. Once I had
Photoshop CS1 running under Windows 7, I had no problem retrieving my old photos.

Had I originally saved the photos as JPG or TIF files, I could have avoided this effort
entirely. For this reason, I recommend converting all photo files to JPG or TIF. At this
time, these file formats are the most common and consequently, most likely to survive.
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Top 10 Reasons to Buy Creative Memories
Digital Products
Friday, August 19, 2011

1. Durability – Our StoryBook pages don’t fall out. Hardcover books are stitched and
softcover books are assembled with permanent PUR adhesive.

International standards for high-quality books require permanent adhesives; yet, many
companies use hot melt adhesives that fail  over time for photo books. Our in-house
Technology Center opens and closes StoryBooks 10,000 times to ensure durability.

2. Options – Products for every occasion, from softcover StoryBooks that highlight a
weekend trip to the Leather Premium StoryBook that documents your heritage.

Creative Memories, offers softcover StoryBooks and hardcover StoryBooks. Hardcover
StoryBooks include options for bookcloth and leather covers with and without windows, in
addition to books with personalized covers in a range of sizes. Hardcover books are also
available with optional lay-flat pages.

3. Flexibility – Our StoryBook Creator 4.0 and sbcStudio™ software gives you the ability
to put photos, text, and artwork wherever you want.

Many online services offer a limited range of templates with little ability to customize your
page layout and design.

4. Beauty – We use removable stickers, instead of ugly bar codes to track our products.
Our hardcover StoryBooks are embossed to reduce glare.

Books should reflect your design, not a companies need to track and scan products. A
removable bar code identifies your book without detracting from its beauty.

The embossed texture on our hardcover StoryBooks reduces glare without losing the
vibrant color of the cover. It gives StoryBooks the look and feel of a quality product.
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5. Warranty

 –  We stand  behind  our  products  with  a  limited  lifetime  warranty  on  all  hardcover
StoryBooks.

Your memories are designed to last a life-time and your StoryBooks should as well. Low-
quality products are a poor long-term value.

6. Texture – Our Leather Premium StoryBooks have the feeling of richness.

The Leather Premium StoryBook is manufactured with genuine leather,  not bonded
leather or artificial leather. Bonded leather contains small leather particles in a synthetic
binder. Artificial leather is made from paper or plastic textured to look like leather, but
does not actually contain leather. Only genuine leather has the look, feel, and durability of
real leather.

Many leather books that are available are not made with genuine leather. Others are far
more expensive and available only  from professional  photographers.  Only  with  the
Creative Memories Leather Premium Story Book, do you get the value of a high-quality
genuine leather photo book at an affordable price.

7. Celebration
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 – Vibrant, high-quality Photo Panels display every memory without fading.

Creative Memories’  Photo Panels  are  more stable  dyes,  have better  color  and are
sharper than similar products that may be available elsewhere. They are available in the
same sizes as our StoryBooks, allowing you to display your favorite page.

5×7, 8×8, and 8½x11 standard and metallic photo panels are for suitable for display on a
desk or shelf. 12×12 photo panels are designed for hanging on the wall.

8. Thoughtfulness – Cards for every occasion, from simple designs to unique accordions
and small book cards.

Greeting  cards  are  more  than  a  4×8  photo  dropped  in  a  white  envelope.  Creative
Memories offers the 4xD Book Card, two styles of accordion cards and 5×7 cards, with
your choice of envelope color. These cards are printed on the same great paper we use
for our calendars and are perfect for all occasions.

9. Timeliness

 –  Our  unique 12×18 and 8×12 Calendars  give  you a  Page Print  when the  year  is
complete.

These calendars include 12 printed pages.  They feature a metal  spiral  binding and
hanger. The spiral binding keeps the calendar pages together, unlike staples that may fail
over time. The hanger is durable and designed to eliminate the need for a nail hole in the
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calendar.

When the month or the year is over, simply remove the perforated calendar grid and
place  the  calendar  page  in  a  traditional  album using  the  Side-Loading  Sleeves,  a
PicFolio® Max Album or on an Everyday Display. Like Page Prints, these calendar pages
have an expected lifetime of more than 100 years when stored in an album. The calendar
is the ideal way to enjoy and preserve your memories.

10. Preservation

 – Don’t let your photos become a victim to a lost memory card, hard drive crash, or
computer virus.

The average lifetime of a hard disk drive or memory card is approximately five years.
Photos that are printed and preserved will be the photos that survive the test of time.

The complete Top Ten Reasons is also available in PDF format at Top 10 Reasons to
Buy Creative Memories Digital Products
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You Create It Custom Album Preserves
Memories
Monday, August 22, 2011

My great-grandparents’ photos are shown on the on the cover of this heritage album.

Creative Memories traditional albums are now available with full color printed covers.
They are available with Pages and Page Protectors, with Side-Loading Sleeves, or as
coversets. The printed cover may be designed online at the Creative Memories Digital
Center or, for complete flexibility, in StoryBook Creator or sbcStudio.

You Create It Custom Albums are manufactured in our Saint Cloud production facility. In-
house production allows us to provide service unmatched by other companies, who may
obtain their  products overseas.  In-house processing time for  You Create It  Custom
Albums is ten business days,  or  less.

How long will the You Create It Custom Album last?

The cover  is  printed with  pigmented inks to  ensure that  it  resists  fade.  Even when
displayed in relatively bright sunlight, our covers will last for 20 years or longer before
showing noticeable fade. When stored on a bookshelf, the custom cover can be expected
to last more than 100 years.

The You Create It Custom Album was tested for durability with our album tester that
opens and closes the album 10,000 times to ensure that it will not fail. In addition, the
album is laminated to protect against air pollution and abrasion.

How do I care for the You Create It Custom Album?

The album is protected by the same high-quality laminate that we use to protect our
StoryBooks. It is embossed to minimize glare and hide fingerprints. If you need to clean
your You Create It Custom Album, simply wipe it with a damp cloth.

Is the You Create It Custom Album photo-safe?
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The You Create It Custom Album meets all ISO 18902 requirements for photo-safety. It
does not contain PVC or other materials that might harm your memories over time.

Is the You Create It Custom Album covered by the Creative Memories Limited Lifetime
warranty?

Of course, all of our traditional albums are covered for manufacturing defects for the
lifetime of the original purchaser. See Creative Memories Warranty for more details.
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Order Lay-Flat StoryBooks with Hinged Pages
Monday, August 22, 2011

Lay-Flat  StoryBooks  are  made  with  hinged  pages.  The  book  shown  here  was
manufactured with standard pages at  the top and lay-flat  pages at  the bottom. The
difference is clearly evident.

Lay-flat pages have a plastic hinge that allows the book to lay completely flat when open.
These hinges are durable and have survived our 10,000 cycle durability test.

Double-weight, lay-flat pages are standard in our Leather Premium StoryBooks, and
single-weight lay-flat pages are available as an optional upgrade for all other hardcover
StoryBooks. The Leather Premium StoryBook is available at a base price of $99.95 for
the 11×8.5 and $149.95 for the 12×12, and the optional upgrade is priced at $20 for 8×8
StoryBooks, $25 for 11×8.5 StoryBooks, and $40 for 12×12 StoryBooks, regardless of
the number of pages.

Creative Memories Limited Lifetime Warranty covers hard cover StoryBooks containing
lay-flat pages. You can order StoryBooks containing these pages with confidence.

I like lay-flat pages and am planning to order all of my future hard-cover StoryBooks with
this option. How about you?
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The Truth About True Photographic Paper
Tuesday, August 23, 2011
“True, photographic paper is still far superior to the digital printing process which uses
inks or other press printing processes…”

This statement, which appears on another company’s web site, is completely incorrect.
High-quality digital presses can produce longer lasting, sharper prints that are virtually
indistinguishable from silver halide photographic papers.

Traditional silver halide prints use dyes, which are vulnerable to high humidity and fade
more readily than the pigments used in high-quality digital presses. Color photographic
prints from the 1970s and early 1980s have faded extensively, and while newer prints are
more  stable,  they  still  suffer  from the  same problems.  One way to  think  about  the
situation is to compare the dyes in watercolors, which are relatively sensitive to light, to
the pigments in oil paintings, which will last for centuries.

Digital printing is environmentally friendly, avoiding the chemical processes that are
inherent in traditional photography. Digital prints are also recyclable, unlike traditional
photographic prints, which must eventually be disposed of in a landfill.

Digital printing presses use different colorants, and prints have a slightly different look
and feel when compared to traditional photographic prints. My experience is that some
customers prefer the look and feel of digital prints; others prefer traditional photographic
prints.

At Creative Memories, Page Prints are produced on our high-quality, environmentally
friendly digital press, and personally, I would not have it any other way.
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Custom Albums Were Worth Waiting For
Thursday, September 01, 2011
Today, Creative Memories launches the You Create It Custom Album. This is a milestone
worth noting.

My wedding album was one of the early custom album cover samples.

I started work on the custom album cover project eleven years ago, in the year 2000.
Most of the people who were involved with the project at that time are no longer with
Creative Memories. We produced samples and ran a focus group. The response was
very positive, but for any number of reasons, we were unable to launch the product.

Over the years, I  worked on custom covers intermittently.  When Creative Memories
purchased a digital press in 2009, it needed to have the capability to produce custom
covers.

Even this year, there were times when the launch was in doubt. Fortunately, we now
have a good understanding of how to launch digital products, and we were able to use
those skills to make the You Create It Custom Album available on the Creative Memories
Digital Center.

The  You  Create  It  Custom  Album  leverages  the  knowledge  we  have  developed
producing StoryBooks. The cover uses the same durable laminate, and it is embossed to
hide fingerprints  and reduce glare.  You can purchase this  product  with confidence,
knowing that it is manufactured to Creative Memories high quality standards. For more
details see You Create It Custom Album Preserves Memories.

The You Create It Custom Album is the perfect combination of digital and tradionaalo
scrapbooking. Look for more to come!
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Store in a cool, dry place
Friday, September 02, 2011
“Store in a cool, dry place away from heat.” These words of warning are included with
ever StoryBook we sell. Relative humidity should generally be 50% or lower.

What happens if books are not stored properly? Wicked Bugs by Amy Stewart cites the
following perils:

• Book Louse – The book louse is most often blamed for damage to books. This insect
is attracted to mold and fungus that grows in humid conditions.

• Larder Beetle – The larder beetle will chew holes in leather books.
• Silver Fish – The silver fish is an inch-long wingless insect that eats the sugars and

starches found in everything from glue to paper to fabrics.
• Drugstore Beetle. The drugstore beetle is a tiny reddish beetle that enjoys books and

leather, among many other items.
• Book Scorpion – The book scorpion is not a real scorpion. It feeds on other insects

that may infest books, including book lice, moth larva, and beetles.
• Furniture Beetle – The furniture beetle eats bookshelves, along with books.

Moisture allows insects, mold, and fungus to grow. Under the right conditions, they can
thrive on photo books, scrapbooks, and even on photos, themselves. For books, high
humidity is the enemy and anything that reduces humidity is a friend.
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A New Printer Purchase
Tuesday, September 06, 2011
This weekend I purchased a new printer. I replaced a no longer functional HP Photosmart
C7100 with a brand new multifunction Kodak ESP 9250. The HP was either suffering
from serious nozzle clogging or problems in the ink delivery system. Sadly, I did not try to
fix the problem; after all, the HP printer was three years old. I decided it had lived its
useful life and that any attempt at repair would exceed the replacement cost.

I am not an expert on printers. The models change so fast that it is impossible to keep up
with the current printers. After some preliminary research on the internet, I headed off to
Best Buy because I wanted the printer now, not three to five days from now.

Here’s why I purchased the Kodak ESP 9250 Printer:

1. Multifunction – I wanted a printer that included copy, scan, and fax. All too often I
need a quick copy of something. Dealing with a separate scanner and printer is
inconvenient at best.

2. Pigment – The new printer uses pigment-based inks. These inks will not smear if the
print accidentally gets wet.

3. Price – The printer lists for $249 but was on sale for $149. Even better, Best Buy
was offering $50 additional if I brought my old printer in for recycling. I am not
arguing, but I would like to understand how Kodak can sell a printer, scanner,
copier, and fax machine for this price.

4. Compatibility – I wanted a device that would allow printing from my iPhone or my
wife’s iPad. Kodak was promoting compatibility of their printers with mobile devices.

Final  review.  I  like  the  printer  and  have  no  regrets  about  purchasing  it;  however,
compatibility with mobile devices is more limited than I expected. The current Kodak Pic
Flick mobile application only prints photos stored on the Camera Roll. The application
does not allow printing from emails, web pages, or other mobile applications. Note to
Kodak: please enhance Kodak Pic Flick as soon as possible.

Additional Note: Ink cartridges for the printer list for $9.99 for black and $19.99 for color.
Kodak promotes this printer as having the lowest per page print cost. I did not evaluate
whether this claim is valid.
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Say No to PVC with CM Digital Products
Friday, October 14, 2011

PVC is a unique polymer. Unlike other plastics, PVC has chlorine as one of its chief
ingredients, a greenish gas that is derived from salt (sodium chloride). To make PVC, the
chlorine is mixed with hydrocarbons to form the monomer vinyl chloride, which is then
polymerized, resulting in a fine-grained white powder.

This unusual chemistry is PVC’s greatest strength, but also its greatest problem – the
reason that industry sings its praises and environmentalists call it Satan’s resin. The
chlorine base makes PVC chemically stable, fire resistant, waterproof, and cheap (since
oil  or  gas  is  needed  to  produce  the  molecule).  It  also  makes  PVC  hazardous  to
manufacture and a nightmare to dispose of, because when PVC is incinerated it releases
dioxins and furans, two of the most carcinogenic compounds in existence.

Susan Freinkel, Plastic: A Toxic Love Story, 2011, pp 85-86

PVC or vinyl is a favorite material for product developers. The material is cheap and with
plasticizers and other additives can be made into almost anything. PVC is prevalent
throughout society.

The additives in PVC are as harmful as the material itself. For example, plasticizers for
PVC include phthalates, which may cause birth defects and developmental difficulties.

I am amazed at the number of products that contain. PVC is present in plastic products,
as well as in the laminate used to protect some digital prints and canvases. It damages
traditional photos (remember the magnetic albums) and is no better for digital prints.

Fortunately, the Creative Memories Technology Center is able to easily identify PVC, and
it is not present in Creative Memories digital products. In fact, absence of PVC is one of
the criteria for development of digital products.

Environmental sustainability is critical to our future, and because Creative Memories
digital products contain no PVC, they preserve the environment and your memories.
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Car Guys vs. Bean Counters
Friday, October 21, 2011

Car Guys vs. Bean Counters by Bob Lutz highlights the critical flaws with the product
development  process  in  the  auto  industry  that  lead  to  the  demise  and  eventual
bankruptcy for two of the big three auto manufacturers. The book details problems in the
auto industry, but the lessons are applicable to all businesses.

From the preface “It is time to stop the dominance of the number crunchers, living in their
perfect, predictable world (who fail, time and again), and give reins to the “product guys”
(of either gender), those with vision and passion for the customer and their product or
service.” Lutz goes on to say “It applies to any business. Shoemakers should be run by
shoe guys, and supermarkets by supermarket guys. With the advice and support of their
bean counters, absolutely, but with the final word going to those who live and breathe the
customer experience. Passion and drive for excellence will win over the computer-like,
dispassionate, analysis-driven philosophy every time.”

For another discussion of Car Guys vs. Bean Counters see Time magazine’s article Drive
Off the Road by MBAs.
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Photo Books Are Green
Friday, October 28, 2011
I  attended the Imaging Science & Technology’s  27th Annual  Conference on Digital
Printing in  Minneapolis  from October 2-6,  2011.

We have a choice. We can create a photo book or we can transfer our photos to a digital
frame and not print them. Which option benefits the environment? Surprisingly, work by
Tom Ethridge and Tim Strecker of Hewlett Packard shows that the environmental cost of
the photo book is less than the environmental cost of a digital frame. The reason is that
once a photo book is  printed,  it  uses no energy,  while  a  digital  frame continues to
consume energy throughout its life. In addition, the environmental cost of producing
digital frames exceeds the cost of producing photo books.

Eye fatigue is also less with paper. Satoshi Mori and Makoto Omodani of Tokai University
in Japan compared conventional books with various electronic displays. Liquid Crystal
Displays (LCDs), which are commonly used in photo frames, had the highest level of
fatigue and contributed to a reduction in the ability of the eye to focus.

Photo books also offer an ability to preserve photos for the future that is unmatched by
electronic displays. Peter Mason and Adam Bush of Torrey Pines Research, highlighted
the need for clear communication that relates product lifetime to how people use their
photos. Photos that are printed in photo books are preserved “due to the low levels of
exposure to light and environmental gases, the major cause of image stability.”
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Calendars for All Occasions
Tuesday, November 01, 2011

The  Creative  Memories  Desk  Calendar  is  now  available.  This  4×10  calendar
complements the already popular 8×12 and 12×18 Calendars, providing customers with
another way to display their photos. Each Desk Calendar page is perfectly sized for a
single photo or use a creative design with multiple photos.

The Desk Calendar is ideal for the office, family room, or kitchen. And when the year is
done, simply detach the calendar grid and you have a complete set of photos ready to
scrapbook or place in your favorite photo album.

Like our other calendars, the Desk Calendar is printed on acid-free, buffered paper. It is
designed to last and to preserve your memories for the future.
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The Irony of Preservation
Thursday, November 03, 2011

Does it not seem ironic that chances are, the older the media, the longer they are likely to
survive in a usable form? Sheet music from 200 years ago is as good now as the day it
was written. Can you say the same about your laser discs, 8-track tapes, favorite Atari
video games, and CR-ROMs?

Bill  Buxton, Principal  Researcher,  Microsoft  in the Foreword to Richard Banks, The
Future of  Looking Back, 2011
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Photo Books Versus the Digital Photo Frame
Friday, November 04, 2011
Digital Photo Frames, for example, do little but mimic the physical equivalent, showing
one image after another without drawing on the rich interactivity, context, and storytelling
capacity that could be available to them because of their content.

Richard Banks, Microsoft Research Cambridge, The Future of Looking Back, 2011

Digital photo frames are easy to use. Simply take your memory card and insert it into the
frame. Voila, your photos will appear nicely framed, one after the other.

Yet, photo frames fail in the most basic of requirements. They give no information. They
don’t tell you when or where a photo was taken, and they certainly don’t tell what you
were thinking or feeling.

Only photo books provide context. That is, photo books offer the space and capability to
tell the whole story. Photo books answer the questions who, what, when, where, why,
and how. Photo books include the emotions that are lost when an image is displayed
electronically on a digital screen.

Photo Books are also permanent, unlike digital memory which has an expected lifetime of
five to ten years, and photo books are green. Photo books, not digital photo frames, are
the future.

Note:  In  order  to  take the  photo  that  accompanies  this  article,  I  had to  completely
disassemble  the  photo  frame  to  recover  the  memory  card  that  had  been  inserted
sideways into the memory slot and had fallen inside the digital photo frame. I wonder how
many people would go this effort, or would they just give up and discard the photo frame
as defective?
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Lots and Lots of Photos
Monday, November 07, 2011
Looking back on nearly 10 years of digital photography in my own collection, for example,
my hard drive tells me that I take about five thousand photos a year on average. If I
extrapolate out to an average lifespan for someone of my gender and situation then we
see that at the point when I am likely to die my family will inherit roughly 200,000 photos
from me. This will clearly be a different experience for them than the one I had with my
grandfather’s images.

Richard Banks, The Future of Looking Back, 2011

This quote shocked me when I realized how true it is. Over 40 years, we can expect to
accumulate 200,000 images. This mind-boggling number tells me that unless photos are
organized  when  they  are  taken,  or  shortly  thereafter,  they  will  probably  never  be
organized.

Cameras will help as they include the date and possibly location with the photo, but they
will never be able to record the story that goes with each photo. Somehow we need to
define which photos are important and why, either in photo books or by some other
means. Without this information, we will have only a morass of uninterpretable digital
files, and I don’t believe anyone wants that.
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Download Your Information from Facebook
Tuesday, November 15, 2011
I just discovered how easy it is to get photos and other information back from Facebook;
consequently, I am now planning to back up my Facebook data, all 150 megabytes. This
option has probably existed for a while, but I never used it.

The account settings area (click on home in the upper right hand corner) contains an
active link to download a copy of your Facebook data. Click on the link.

Facebook will generate your personal archive and send you an email when the file is
ready.

The resulting file  contains all  the photos,  comments,  and other  information in  your
Facebook account. The final step is to back up this file onto a CD, external hard drive, or
online service to ensure that the information is not lost, even if your computer fails.

Now that I have all my data back, I am planning to create a Facebook StoryBook. I will
provide an update to this posting, once I have completed my photo book.
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Purposeful Photo Prints
Thursday, November 17, 2011

In the digital  age, making photo prints is more purposeful  than in the film age, with
purposes in mind such as gift-giving or family keepsakes. This experiment shows that
“the  physical  touch  of  printed  photos  is  still  appreciated”  (Boll  &  Henze,  2008).
Photofinishers can demonstrate samples of printed photo books and other personalized
products, which would attract people to make photo prints and/or products.

Ya-fang Tsai and Frank Cost, An Experimental Study of Differences in Reading Photo
Books by Presentation Media: Print versus Screen, 2010

Tsai and Cost studied consumers preferences for photo books versus viewing photos on
a computer screen. Their study showed that people preferred photo books over viewing
on a computer because photo books are tangible, they prefer hard copies, and photo
books are easier to look/flip/show.

This study also highlighted the importance of the physical book when selecting products.
Consumers who saw an actual photo book were more likely to select one, than when
they just saw the photos on a computer.

The  complete  study  is  available  at  Print  versus  Screen  –  Presentation  Medium-
Dependent Picture Consumption. Related information is available at Photo Books Versus
the Digital Photo Frame and Photo Books Are Green.
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Change Text in Photos
Wednesday, November 23, 2011

Xerox has an online application that allow you to upload photos and then change the text
within the photo to whatever you want. The photo shown here was the sample photo but
the  service  also  allows  you  to  upload  photos  of  your  own  choice.  Check  it  out  at
Personalized  Imaging.  I  think  I  will  have  some  fun  with  this  application.
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Made in North America
Thursday, December 01, 2011

How important is it that the products we purchase are made in America? In general, I
purchase products produced by American Manufacturers, recognizing that if we don’t
support  our  manufacturers  we all  suffer.  I  am also  proud  to  work  for  an  American
manufacturing  company.

An ABC news article on Made in America Christmas, as well as an email forwarded to
me, prompted me to investigate the origins of Creative Memories products further. As a
result of my investigation, I am happy to report that our Calendars and custom cover
photo books are entirely manufactured in the United States. Even the spiral binding to the
calendar is manufactured in the U.S.

Currently,  ABC  does  not  include  Creative  Memories  in  its  list  of  Minnesota
manufacturers.  Feel  free  to  use  this  link  to  submit  them.  I  did.
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Easy Photo Book Creation with the 4xD Book
Card
Friday, December 02, 2011

Creating a photo book can be a daunting task. You need enough photos for 20 pages, as
well as the time to create it. That is why Creative Memories offers the 4xD Book Card.
This product contains 10 pages, and for easy product creation, it is ideally sized to fit one
photo on each page. No templates required, although of course we have those too.

The 4xD Book Card comes with a choice of envelope color and normally retails for $9.95;
however, it is now on sale at 20% off or $7.96. The Book Card is the perfect gift and it is
ready for mailing. For an even better value, the 3-pack is on sale for $22.36.
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The Demise of Kodak?
Tuesday, December 06, 2011

Two recent articles, Kodak’s Long Fade to Black and Kodak Is a Walking Corpse of a
Company and That Makes Us Sad, highlight the difficulty the once dominant American
film-maker is facing. Kodak is currently losing $70 million/month, in spite of having some
noteworthy technology.

I have a Kodak inkjet printer at home, and Creative Memories uses a Kodak digital press
to produce StoryBooks and other products. For complete details, the Wikipedia entry on
Kodak includes information on its past history and current products.

My  speculation  is  that  Kodak  will  not  disappear,  but  will  instead  use  Chapter  11
restructuring to improve its corporate balance sheet. What do you think? Will Kodak be
relegated to the pages of history or does it have a future?
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Creative Memories Dictionary Update
Wednesday, December 21, 2011

Creative Memories has updated the Creative Memories Dictionary. This long overdue
update clarifies the terms we use for digital and traditional products. New definitions
include 4xD, bleed, color balance, color temperature, compression, dpi, file format, full
bleed, gutter, hue, opacity, pixelation, red-eye, sepia, and trim size. If you find digital
terminology confusing, this publication is for you. The complete dictionary is available at
Creative Memories Dictionary.
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What Makes a Good Photo?
Wednesday, January 04, 2012

Xerox’s new Aesthetic Quality Image Search evaluates image quality. The current site
uses only test photos, but even with this limitation it provides useful information and
example photos which help improve quality.

In  the  future,  look  for  the  ability  to  analyze  your  photos,  as  well  as  the  ability  to
automatically  improve aesthetic image quality.  Ideally,  evaluation will  also consider
individual  preferences.

Here is some of the information from the Aesthetic Quality Image Search:

Beach Photos – A good beach image contains high cliffs, rugged coastlines, eroded
landforms, pounding seas. Fast shutter speed (higher than 1/250) will stop the motion of
the waves and freeze sea spray. Slow shutter speed will blur the waves and soften the
seascape.  Add  human  elements  and  a  sense  of  scale.  Head  for  piers  and  rocky
promontories to include the sea in the foreground. A polarizing filter will often improve the
colour  and  contrast  around  the  water.  Ref:  Lonely  Planet’s  Guide  To  Travel
PhotogrBaphy

Birds – Birds make fascinating and very very challenging photographic subjects. They will
put  your  patience  and  technique  through the  most  rigorous  test.  A  300mm lens  is
adequate for large birds, but, except from some rare exceptions, to have any hope of
filling the frame you really need a focal length of 500mm or 600mm. To emphasize the
shape of the bird and the colour of its feather pay careful attention to the background so
that it does not get lost in a jumble of branches, twigs and foliage. Ref: Lonely Planet’s
Guide To Travel Photography

Boats –Keep your horizon straight – It’s easy to stay focused on the subject (a boat, a
sailor, etc.) and lose track of the way your own boat is rolling. Practice keeping an eye on
the shoreline or horizon while you click away. Shoot with fast shutter speeds – Pointing a
camera at a moving boat while standing on a moving boat increases the chances of
making a fuzzy picture. Look around a lot – It’s very easy to get locked in to the scene in
the viewfinder or to the cluster of lead boats. But there is action everywhere on a race
course. Every so often take a good look around and see what’s happening – you may find
the shot of the day. Ref: Micheal Bagley Photo

Clouds & Sky – Capturing a stunning photo of the sky is actually quite harder than it
seems. The sun must be in the right place and patience is a virtue, waiting for the perfect
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light or clouds can be tiresome but well worth it. The clouds are what make the sky look
so interesting. Too many, all clouds look the same – but as soon as one begins to study
the vast number of possible cloud forms and varieties, one realizes that there is more to
d iscover  than  there  is  t ime  to  observe!  Ref :  www.smash ingt ips .com
www.weatherscapes.com

Flowers – The colour and the natural beauty of flowers make them a favourite travel
subject,  whether  they’re  growing  in  pots,  decorating  the  exterior  of  a  building  or
dominating  a  landscape in  dramatic  fields  of  colour.  Flower  studies  require  macro
equipment if you want to fill the frame with a single flower and achieve maximum impact.
In a sense you are looking to create an environmental flower portrait. Unless the flowers
are all parallel to your camera or you are able to work with an aperture of at least f8, you’ll
find that typically only one or two flowers will be in focus. The other flowers will form a soft
and very pleasing background. Light coloured flowers against a dark background can fool
light meters, so meter for the flowers to maintain detail and colour. Ref: Lonely Planet’s
Guide To Travel Photography

Portraits – Pictures of the people we love make us smile. Be ready with your camera and
you’ll be rewarded with memories that rekindle emotions for years to come. Get close. Fill
the camera’s viewfinder or LCD display with your subject to create pictures with greater
impact.  Use natural  light.  You may be surprised to learn that cloudy, overcast days
provide the best lighting for pictures of people. Bright sun makes people squint, and it
throws harsh shadows on their faces. On overcast days, the soft light flatters faces. Avoid
harsh shadows. Avoid harsh facial shadows by using the soft lighting of a cloudy day or a
shady area. On sunny days, if your camera has several flash modes, select Fill-Flash.

Waterfalls – The flowing water of rivers and waterfalls can be interpreted in different ways
through shutter-speed selection. To give the impression of running water, experiment
with shutter speeds from 1/30 to one second. For best results and maximum depth of
field use a tripod. Like rainforests, waterfalls photograph best in the evening light of a
bright overcast day. Contrast between the water and the surroundings is often naturally
high and the soft  indirect light allows detail  to be recorded in the highlights and the
shadows. Ref:  Lonely Planet’s Guide To Travel Photography
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Snapshot Camera of Today
Thursday, January 12, 2012

I now have a new camera. Following Annie Leibovitz’s recommendation, I purchased the
“snapshot camera of today,” the iPhone 4s and I received a free phone. Another way to
look at it is that I purchased a phone and received a free camera. Either way, I spent
$200, signed an AT&T two-year contract, and now have a new camera.

The iPhone 4s camera specifications include an 8-megapixel camera sensor, auto focus,
LED flash, face detection, and high-definition video. This camera replaces any need that I
might have for a compact digital camera, and I always have it with me.The only difficulty I
had was with video recording. I could not figure out how to turn off auto focus and the
camera kept losing focus when I tried to record the fountains at the Bellagio.

Here are a few photos that I shot while walking around Las Vegas.
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Kodak Files for Bankruptcy
Thursday, January 19, 2012

This morning’s headlines include Eastman Kodak’s bankruptcy filing. What does this
mean? My suspicion is not much, although the articles I read are unclear as to what will
happen to traditional silver halide films and papers.

Film is largely unnecessary given the prevalence of digital cameras and may or may not
remain. Traditional photographic paper, on the other hand, still fulfills a role and is likely
to continue. After all, prints, either as a photo book or as 4×6 prints, are still the best way
to preserve digital photos.

As  I  discussed  in  The  Demise  of  Kodak?,  Kodak  makes  many  other  high-quality
products, including commercial and home printers. In all likelihood, these products will
survive because they address specific digital product needs.

Employees, retirees, and stockholders will certainly suffer with the bankruptcy filing, but
the company will  continue. I speak from personal knowledge having gone through a
similar situation at Creative Memories. And in fact, if Kodak is able to align its debts and
business commitments with its business model it is likely to be a far healthier company
when it emerges from bankruptcy.
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Predicting the Photo Book Revolution
Friday, January 20, 2012

“I will tell you that when people are making online albums and want to print them out,
they’re not going to print them out as 4 x 6 images, they are going to print them out as
albums that can be assembled on the spot. For those of you that are looking around at
what type of equipment you should purchase for the next 4 to 5 years, I think you might
consider more than just equipment to print out prints, you might start looking at albums.
Because when consumers and professionals are creating albums online, they don’t want
to print these out and assemble at home, they want to be able to order right from these
web sites total album production. So as you walk around (at the PMA show), consider the
fact that there’s going to be a dramatic shift in the business from printing prints to printing
albums.”

Don Franz, Photofinishing News, PMA, February 2002

Kodak’s recent bankruptcy highlights the transition that has that has taken place from
traditional film photography to digital. It is difficult for the leader in any industry to grasp
the fact that the rules have changed.

For Creative Memories, the change from traditional photo albums to photo books was
inevitable and the handwriting was on the wall as far back as 2002. Photo books are
simply  too  convenient.  Photo  books  group  relevant  photos,  provide  descriptive
information,  and  package  it  in  a  convenient  form.

Creative  Memories  has  embraced  this  transition  and  provides  high-quality  books,
leveraging the manufacturing skills developed for traditional scrapbooks. See Top 10
Reasons to Buy Creative Memories Digital Products.

In the future, technology will continue to evolve and Creative Memories must change with
it. I am excited about the future and I hope you are too.
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Page Prints and the Transition from Silver Halide
to Digital Printing
Tuesday, January 24, 2012

With digital  printing, Creative Memories Page Prints now have improved sharpness,
improved image stability, and a better color match to photo books. As the Page Print
illustrates, photographs no longer require chemically processed, light-sensitive silver
halide  paper.  At  the  Digital  Imaging  Marketing  Association  meeting  in  January,  I
presented a technical presentation on Page Prints: The Transition from Silver Halide to
Digital Printing and Its Effect on Print Quality.
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All About Memory
Friday, January 27, 2012

Physiologically we are no different than our ancestors who painted images of bison on
the walls of the Lascaux cave in France, among the earliest cultural artifacts to have
survived to the present day….All  that differs us from them is our memories. Not the
memories that reside in our own brains, for the child born today enters the world just as
much a blank slate as the child born thirty thousand years ago, but rather the memories
that are stored outside ourselves-in books, photographs, museums, and these days in
digital media.

Joshua Foer, Moonwalking with Einstein, 2011

I thought I knew all about memory. After all, I have been with Creative Memories for
thirteen  years,  first  as  Director  of  Technology  and  now  as  Director  of  Digital
Development. Creative Memories scrapbooks and photo books are designed to preserve
memories.

Yet, I  recently realized how little I knew. In Moonwalking with Einstein, Joshua Foer
delves into the intricacies of human memory. He provides a details on how we remember
and process memories. As Foer indicates, our memories are a painful reminder of how
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transient we are.

Here are a few interesting facts:

• We are all subject to curve of forgetting. We lose half of all memories in the first hour,
another 10% after the first day, and after a month another 14%.

• Much of what we think we have forgotten is actually still present in our minds. Photos
and written descriptions help us remember events that we might otherwise forget.

• Our short-term memories hold seven plus or minus two items. We should not rely on
our memories for recalling long lists.

• The brain accounts for 2% of the body’s weight, yet consumes 20% of the oxygen
we breath. No wonder it takes so much energy to remember everything.

Foer also describes the techniques that are used to memorize long lists such as the order
of  a  deck of  playing card or  a page of  random numbers.  These techniques involve
associating individual items with graphic images. And while I am glad to know these
techniques, I don’t think I’ll  use them. It is simply too easy to take a picture with my
camera phone and use it  to supplement my all  too imperfect memory.
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Happiness Is a Photo Book
Tuesday, February 14, 2012
I can prove it: happiness is a photo book. In Emotional Equations: Simple Truths for
Creating Happiness + Success, Chip Conley identifies equations that provide insight into
our emotions. One equation that Chip presents describes happiness:

This equation leads to the obvious question: how do we ensure that we want what we
have? Specifically,  we need to appreciate what we have,  and the way to do that  is
through taking photos and writing about our experiences. Only by documenting and
remembering our life can we appreciate it. And what better way is there to document our
life than by creating photo books that highlight the people and experiences that are most
important to us? There you have it – happiness is a photo book.
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More about Memories
Monday, February 20, 2012

Jonah Lehrer describes how memories are created, remembered and then recreated in
The Forgetting Pill in the March 2012 issue of Wired Magazine. Apparently, new studies
on how memories are remembered show that memories are reformed each time they are
remembered.  They  may  be  reformed  unmodified  or  in  some  cases,  they  may  be
changed. This process means that traumatic memories may be modified so that they are
less  traumatic.  It  also  mean  that  our  memories  are  susceptible  to  incorrectly
remembering  events,  or  even  to  remembering  things  that  never  happened.

The simplest way around changing memories is to preserve them, preferably in Creative
Memories photo books. After all, unlike our memories, high-quality photo books do not
change over time.
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Kodak Kitten Printer
Monday, April 02, 2012

In case you missed Kodak’s announcement yesterday, 3D printing has now entered a
new era with their kitten printer. Personally, I am waiting for their puppy upgrade. Here is
a photo of our new puppy, Wonka Mizen.
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Backup Photo Book Files
Thursday, April 12, 2012

I finally did it. I created a backup of all my photo books, taking advantage of StoryBook
Creator 4.0’s ability to export files in an industry standard PDF format. I exported 14
photo  books  for  a  total  of  2.79  GB.  I  then  transferred  these  files  to  a  single  DVD,
providing an additional measure of safety beyond the external hard drive that I normally
use to backup all my files. After all, you can never be too safe.
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StoryBook Creator Makes DVD Cases
Monday, April 16, 2012

I recently created a DVD to back up all my photo books (and one calendar) in Backup
Photo Book Files.  Now I  have a custom DVD case to put  it  in.  I  took advantage of
StoryBook Creator’s ability to create a custom project, added a photo frame for the first
cover of each photo book, and printed the resulting project on an inkjet printer. The
custom project I used was 10.75″x7.5″ although the required size may vary depending on
the specific DVD case.
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Step-By-Step Guide to a Permanent Digital
StoryBook Backup
Friday, April 20, 2012

I have received a number of requests to provide more details on creating a digital backup
disc for StoryBooks.

A printed photo book remains the best backup for digital photos. The following procedure
assumes that you have already printed your photo book and wish to take additional steps
to preserve the digital files.

Warning: This guide describes how to create a permanent digital backup of a StoryBook.
Many of  the steps may seem a bit  extreme. They are,  however,  required to have a
reasonable assurance of  being able to access files at  a latter  date.

This guide is intended to create a digital backup that will last 100 years or longer.

1. Purchase an external LG Optical Drive capable of recording M-Discs, either online or
from a retailer that carries this brand. Not all LG models are M-Disc compatible. Models
CP40NG10 and BP40NS20 are compatible. The disc drive you are currently using with
your computer will not work for this process.

2. Purchase blank M-Discs from Millenniata or another supplier carrying this brand. The
discs advertised in your Sunday circular at 100 for $10 will not work for this process.

3. Load your StoryBook file into StoryBook Creator 4.0 using the Open Project command.

4. Export the pages using the Export to PDF command. Name the project YYYY_Project
Name_Pages to ensure that the projects appear in chronological order and that the
pages and cover are clearly identified. YYYY represents the year that year that the photo
were taken.

5. Move to the cover and export the cover using the Export to PDF command. Name the
project YYYY_Project Name_Cover.

6 (Optional). Combine the Cover and Pages into a single file using a program such as
Adobe Acrobat Pro (Not Acrobat Reader). The advantage of combining the two files is
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that when the files are combined, the cover file cannot become separated from page file.
Combining the two files also allows you to open a single file and view the cover along
with the pages. StoryBook Creator does not currently support creating a single, combined
file containing the cover and pages.

7. Repeat steps 3-6 for additional StoryBooks as needed. I placed 14 StoryBooks on a
single disc, using approximately half the disc capacity. The number of files that you are
able to place on a single disc will depend on project size and the number of pages.

8. Using Windows Explorer, move all PDF files to a new directory called PDF_Archive.

9. Using Windows Explorer verify that the files in PDF_Archive total less than about 4.4
GB, which is the capacity of a single DVD. If your files exceed this size, you will need to
split them into multiple directories.

10. Blue-ray Disc Suite was installed on your computer with your new LG Optical Disc
Drive. Open this program and burn a data disc using the files in PDF_Archive. Check the
boxes labeled Enable Buffer Underrun Protection, Write Simulation Before Burning, Verify
Recorded Data, and Enable Defect Management, if they are not already checked.

11. Remove backup disc from drive and place it an empty DVD case (available at any
electronic retailer). Do not write on your disc or place an adhesive label on it as labeling
may reduce the lifetime of your disc.

12. Use StoryBook Creator to design a cover for your DVD. See StoryBook Creator
Makes DVD Cases

13. Congratulate yourself for preserving your digital photo book files. Your PDF archive
may be loaded into any program that reads PDF files, including Acrobat Reader. The
PDF archive is not editable. To edit your photo book, you will need to open the original
photo book files in StoryBook Creator.  The files are in a proprietary format and are
consequently not suitable for long-term backup.
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Don’t Forget to Finish
Tuesday, April 24, 2012

I was going through my old StoryBook files to create a Permanent Digital StoryBook
Backup. I was surprised to find two photo books that were almost complete but never
finished. I had simply forgotten about them. One of the books was for a trip to Australia
for a Creative Memories convention. The other was for a family trip to Niagara Falls.
Maybe I am simply trying to do too many things.

I have now completed these books and have ordered printed copies. How common is
this? How often do you start a photo book but not finish? Please complete my survey and
I’ll tabulate the results.

Take Our Poll Take Our Poll Take Our Poll Take Our Poll
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Worth Waiting For
Wednesday, April 25, 2012

This month Creative Memories launched the Custom Album Page. This project, along
with last fall’s You Create It Album, required over ten years from the initial idea to product
launch. I prepared the initial samples for these projects in the year 2000 (remember
Y2K), and it is gratifying to finally see them reach the market. During this time, they have
survived a host of on-again off-again decisions to become reality.

These projects bring in a new era, allowing photo book enthusiasts to create their books
one page at a time. No longer do photo books require 20 completed pages. Instead, we
can now create books as life happens, one page at a time. Now, we can have a book of
school  photos that  grows each year or a book of  holiday traditions that  reflects our
changing families. Custom Album Pages also allow users of traditional albums to add
digital pages directly to their albums.

Custom Album Pages take advantage of Creative Memories lay-flat binding system and
are available with white or black (my preference) reinforcement tape. They are also
printed on acid-free, lignin-free, buffered paper to ensure that they will survive the test of
time.

What are your thoughts? How do you see using these products? Also, if you haven’t
completed my survey on unfinished photo books, please go to Don’t Forget to Finish and
scroll down to the questions at the end of the posting.

p.s. My first Custom Album Page project will be a book for the kids’ school photos that I
can add to each year.
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Don’t Forget About Old Photos
Tuesday, June 05, 2012

The most recent photo book I created does not contain any photos more recent than
1994. These photos were taken in Europe before I was married. They reflect my interest
in photography, and I wanted to preserve them. I also thought that my two sons, Ed and
Noah, would like to see them. Unfortunately I had captured the images on photographic
film. and had left them languishing in the proverbial shoebox. (If you do not know what
film is, please click on this link to learn more about this technology.)
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To create the book, I used StoryBook Creator with relatively simple page layouts and a
black background.  I  used many of  the photos as full  page images.  I  had taken the
photographs with a medium format Bronica GS-1 camera, which uses 120 film to produce
a 6×7 cm image. I had used Kodachrome 64 for daylight photos and Fujifilm’s tungsten-
balanced Fujichrome 64T for night photos. I scanned all transparencies with a Microtek
ArtixScan M1 at 2400 dpi.

This book is a compilation of photographs taken on several trips to Europe. In 1987, My
brother, Greg, was attending college in Scotland. We visited him during the Christmas
holiday, traveling throughout England and to Innsbruck. From Innsbruck I took a day trip
to Venice. In 1990, I was selected to present “Chemical Reactions Significant to Color
Dry  Silver”  at  the  3M Information and Imaging Technologies  Sector  Fourth  Annual
Worldwide Conference in Interlaken, Switzerland. I arrived for the conference a week
early, rented a car, and traveled through the northern portion of Italy. In 1994, I attended
a conference to discuss dry silver technology with collaborators from Saint Paul, MN,
Harlow,  England,  and Novosibirsk,  Russia.  After  the conference,  I  flew to Molde in
Norway to visit with relatives living in Stavik. The cover of this book is a reflection of the
landscape near Kristiansund, Norway.
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I am now thinking about my next photo book, America, which will include photos taken in
the United States.
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Why We Don’t Finish Photo Books
Friday, June 08, 2012
I have the results to my photo book survey, with 71 responses, and the results are clear.
Too many photo books are not completed. It is all too easy to start a project and become
distracted. 80% of people who completed my survey have at least one uncompleted book
with the majority having 3-5 uncompleted books. One person had started over 20 books
that were not complete.

The top reason photo books are not  completed is  “Other  priorities,”  but  responses
included many other reasons as well. Other reasons included “forgot about it,” “waiting on
photos from others,” and “need more time.” I was glad to see that “Too difficult” and “Too
expensive” had the lowest number of responses, with 4% each.

Once photo books are completed the chance that they will be printed is high. 60% of the
readers who completed the survey have printed all photo books, with only 5% reporting
more than five unprinted books.
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In another note, the readers of this blog complete and have printed a large number of
photo  books,  with  an  average  of  approximately  14  photo  books.  This  average  is
approximate because the ranges I selected did not accurately reflect the large number of
photo books that readers have completed. In fact, 31% of the people who completed my
survey have completed over 20 photo books. Congratulations! The photo book is the
scrapbook for the future. You are successfully preserving your digital memories.
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Custom Album Page Completes Projects
Friday, June 15, 2012

Rather than waiting 10 years to complete a photo book with Ed and Noah’s school
photos, I am making this book with Custom Album Pages. With Custom Album Pages, I
can add pages as I create them. As of today, I have eight pages, and I am planning to
add a new page each year.

This is my first Custom Album Page project. What projects are you using Custom Album
Pages for?
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Create Custom Digital Paper with WordFoto
Wednesday, June 20, 2012

I wanted to create digital paper for my photo books that was more unique than the typical
generic designs. Here’s how to do it. You will need an iPhone or iPad, although there
may be similar software available for the PC or Mac. If you know of any other options
please let me know and I will include that information here.

There may be a simpler way to create WordFoto digital paper, but here is how I did it:

1. I saved the papers from StoryBook Creator to my PC. The easiest way is to add the
paper to a page, make it the full page size, and then export the pages as JPG files
using the Save As command. The example above is from the Cheerful School
Digital Kit.

2. Next, I emailed the photos to myself so that I could add them to the camera roll. The
easiest way to add them to the camera roll is to open the photo, tap on it , and then
use the Save Image Option.

3. Once the photos are in the camera roll, open them with WordFoto, which is
available from the Apple store for $1.99. Make sure that the Word Set contains the
words that you would like to use into WordFoto.

4. After WordFoto has completed processing the image, transfer it to the camera roll
and then to your PC. You can import the images into StoryBook Creator, just like
any other photo. Resize to the desired size.

Here is another example, from the Primary Elementary School Digital PP Kit.
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Making the Custom Album Page and You Create
It Album
Friday, July 13, 2012

I had a chance to see my Custom Album Pages and You Create It Album being made.
For the cover, I used custom digital paper and for the custom album pages, I used the
kids’  school  photos.  The manufacturing process works well  and allows customized
products to be produced in a cost-effective manner. What was once a manual, time-
consuming process of cropping photos, journaling, and adding embellishments is now
integrated into a single printed page complete with a custom printed cover.

To see how these products are produced check out the video at Custom Album Pages
and You Create It Custom Album.
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Microscopic Photos
Tuesday, August 14, 2012

The Highest-Res Color Printer Ever produces photos the size of a human hair. With this
technology, we can now offer the following products:

1. Custom dental floss
2. Personalized safety pins
3. T-shirts for bacteria
4. Mouse pads for microbes
5. Custom printed paper clips
6. Photo toothpicks
7. Photo cards for insects
8. Personalized kite string
9. Calendars for caterpillars

10. StoryBooks for spiders
Please vote for your favorite product in the comment section of this blog. Also, if you’re
interested in all the technical details be sure to check out Printing colour at the optical
diffraction limit
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JPG will be with us in 2030
Wednesday, August 15, 2012

JPG, along with the QWERTY keyboard, PCs, and USB ports, made Gizmodo’s list of 15
Current Technologies We’ll Still Be Using in 2030. I am glad to hear this, because all my
photos are stored as JPG files and I  would hate to have to go through the work of
converting them to another  format.
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Photo Books Stop Hackers
Friday, August 17, 2012

Hackers exploited the [Apple] system to gain full control of Wired journalist Mat Honan’s
iCloud account and wipe his iPhone, iPad, and Mac, including precious photographs of
his young daughter that he had not backed up.

Christopher Williams, The Telegraph, August 8, 2012

Well, actually photo books don’t stop hackers. Photo books do, however, prevent the loss
of photos that are stored on the computer, because as far as I know, no one has figured
out how to steal a real book along with the data on a computer. The complete details of
how hackers used Amazon and Apple to delete Mat’s files are available at How Apple
and Amazon Security Flaws Led to My Epic Hacking and Apple and Amazon Review
Security After Hack.

So, someone, please encourage Mat Honan to create a photo book with his precious
photographs of his young daughter.
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Preserving Your Digital Memories
Wednesday, August 22, 2012

Preserving Your Digital Memories from the Library of Congress provides good advice for
archiving  digital  files.  It  specifically  mentions  the  need  to  keep  multiple  copies  of
important  photos and other digital  records.  Have you printed your photos recently?
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November 17, 2008 - This blog is my first foray into online blogs. It will
reflect my involvement in image permanence issues at Creative Memories,

where I am Director of Technology, as well as my general interest in imaging
technology.
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